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This fifth issue of the Economic Bulletin for Africa contains a review

of current economic developments in Africa, and two separate articles on

specific subjects.

The secretariat of the Commission assumes full responsibility for the

contents.

NOTES

The designations employed and the presentation of the material in this

Bulletin do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part

of the Secretariat of the United Nations concerning the delimitation of

the frontiers of any country or territory.

The following symbols have been used throughout this Bulletin:

... m not available or not pertinent;

= nil or negligible;

» . estimate by the secretariat of the Economic Commission for Africa.

In referring to combinations of years, the use of an oblique stroke -

e.g. 1958/59 - signifies a twelve-month period (say from 1 July 1958 to

30 June 1959). The use of a hyphen - e.g. 1954-1958 - normally signifies

either an average of, or a total for, the full period of calender years

covered (including the end years indicated).

Unless the contrary is stated, the standard unit of weight used throughout

is the metric ton. The definition of "billion" used throughout is one

thousand million. Minor discrepancies in totals and percentages are due

to rounding.
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CHAPTER B.I-^

INDUSTRIALIZATION AND ECONOMIC-PLANHINO

Introduction

A conscious policy of promoting industrial development could be

implemented in one or both of two ways. First through co-ordinated indus

trial planning, and secondly through an industrial policy intended to create

conditions favourable to nsw investment.

kittle evidence of industrial planning has been seen in Africa over

the past dscade or so. By contrast, governments have'made generous use

of the various instruments: of policy aimed at stimulating industrial invest

ment. This situation could be said to stem from the relative simplicity

of following the latter as against ?-<) ^:ci--e:: approach But behind this

apparent preference for a policy whose administrative and technical require

ments are within easy reach lie bae-o factors which have precluded the use

of industrial planning as a tool of government policy.

In the face of so many rapid changes currantly sweeping through the

continent, it would not be surprising if some of these lactors are being

rendered out-of-date; and this is a welcome development. But to study the

past is no less icipor?tant than to be aware of current developments. Not

only is this important-Jr. itself, but in as much as present social and

economic conditions ars a legacy of the past (perhaps much more so here than

elsewhere in the under-developed world) and in as much as thesa conditions

have to be radically altered, an examination of past events becomes indispens

able. • ■

There is further; an important reason ior taking a brief look at the

past. Any rGa&Qned guess of the prospects of industrial planning in the

immediate future would depend on an appreciation of the forces which have

1/ This article is the revised version of Chapter III of Industrial Growth

in Africa, //
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held it 'back. Chese forces may or may not operate in the future, and

correspondingly the case for industrial planning may or may not be

strengthened. Guesses on the fate of some or all of these foroes may go

wrong. But it is less important that such wrong guesses are made than that

the operating foross are identified and fully appreciated.

However, there is also a fair chancs that soma of these forces hold true

even- today- Because of the preliminary nature of this chapter it may not

always "be possible to distinguish theso from the others which are out-of-date,

iror the same reason it may not be possible to indicate the extent to "which

the study applies to conditions in thoss countries on which data have as yet

not been gathered.-^ These drawbacks do not, however, diminish the importance

of taking a brief g?.ance into the past.

In the following pages a few of the more important causos for the

somewhat embryonic state of industrial planning in Africa today will., fee yj

given. This will be followed by a "brief review of the current industrial

plans of a few countries. In the concluding section certain probable future

developments will be? considered.

Review of the past

Broadly speaking, there was little industrial planning in the 10 or

15 years preceding I960* A number of factors combined to bring this about.

The first concerns.the type of planning that was pursued.

Despite the fact that the beginnings of economic planning in Africa

go back to aarly post—war years, it has remained an ineffective msdium of

government policy. Technically little advance was made in applying the newer

too?.s of ecor-cmio analysis xliich were well-suited for measuring aggregate'

1/ The paper is based largely on the current devslopmant plans of the

UAE (Egypt), Ethiopia, Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Tanganyika, Kenya, the
/Federation of Ehodssia and iTyasaland. Guinea'and Senegal.
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aites and widespread repercussions-' - problems quite intimately-

related .to comprehensive economic planning. On a moro modest level co

ordination was almost absent. This was necessary in both the formulation and

administration of plans. The functions of many of the publio or semi-

publio bodies executing government policy should have been harmonized,

Furtharmore, projects should have besn drawn up with a view to how well they

related to one another end to the government's over-all economic purposes.

These considerations hardly seemed to weigh with planners, .^ven the very

basic element in planning, namely the size of the available resources,

appears to have r oaived very little attention. -Economic -planning in all

these years remained rudimentary.

An even more serious shortcoming is that planning has had little to

do with the actual course of economic development. In one Vfest African

country, for instance, "what was planned and what was done after bore no

2/
discernible relation to each other".-7 And "The most important economic

expansion of .iast.-Africa occurred independently of these (development) plans

and owes nothing to them."-* . These statments apply to many more countries.

In short? economic planning in Africa had unsatisfactory implementa

tion even in its most rudimentary form. And because it was dsliberately

limited to the public sector it rarely affected the area of industrial

1/ "When we come to composition (of plans), it appears that economic
analysis could really come into greater play, for the techniques of
input-output analysis and possibly linsar programming are well designed

t6* the calculation of total repercussions, bcth on the supply and

demand iside, following expansion in each individual 'Sector. It is not

denied that serious problems need to be overcome in the use of these

techniques in under-developed countries. But what is important is that

• if .ithey :are not fac^d, so that the total repercussions are not known,

the planners are likely to find incomplete achievement* .of .projects

oocurring through problems on the supply side aVid/or incomp'leHe utili-
.zation through inadequate analysis on the demp*^. side". D. Dosser -

n^hei formulation of Development Plans in the British Colonies", The

E0ono,mic Journal, June 1959* PP- 255-256.

2/, S»P. Schuptz, "The Influence of Planning on Development: The Nigerian

Experience", Social Research, I960.

i/ , Report of the Bast African Royal Commission, 1953-195.4) P« 95- ..,. ..:>
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growth in any direct manner. Small wonder that industrial planning has

remained largely a negleoted tool of government economic policy.

But this is not the fundamental explanation. One has to look elsewhere

to discover the major deterr&nts to industrial planning. Two powerful

forces could be identified in this respect.

The first concerns the widespread belief that the primary analogical

.step towards economic development in under-developod countries should be a

rise in agricultural productivity. The second arises from the traditional

view that a laissez-fairs policy is the most dasirable means of bringing

about economic and social development.

Many of the arguments adduced in favour of giving priority to agri

cultural development bore a olear implication lor industrial planning.

.A brief summary might therefore bs justified.

The overwhelming majority of the population in under-developed, count

ries, it was said, is sngaged in agricultural occupation, and agriculture

constitutes by far the greatest bulk of the nation's wealth. Any move to

set such countries along the path of lasting development must therefore

start with the development of agriculture.

A rise in agricultural productivity tends to sot in motion a number

of forces which generate economic growth. With this rise comes, first,

an increase in purchasing power. The very si as of the population makes

it necessary that products for which demand has been so created should be

produced on a larger scale. Thus the manufacturing of such itene as

textiles, matches, soap, beer etc. becomes feasible. .And, in this way,

the small size of the market, one of the most powerful.impediments to economic

growth, is increased.

It has also be.jn said that th* rise in agricultural "productivity

reduces the amount of labour no&ded for a £iven unit of output, thus

releasing a substantial amount of labour force for the growth of manu

facturing, mining, transport and communications, construction etc. Here

then ' is one of the most potent forces that should be regarded as a pre

requisite of lasting growth.
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Agriculture offers yet another fundamental element for economic growth:

capitali Again because the overwhelming majority of the population is in

agriculture and because the material resources of under-developed countries

are largely concentrated in that sector, by far the greatest part of domestio

oapital is to be found there.

Other less impressive arguments have also been brought forth to

demonstrate agriculture's decisive role in development. It has been said,

for instance, that the comparative advantaga of under-deve-loped countries

lies in agricultural production. Only through specializing in primary

products can they take advantage of their position as cheap producers of

these commodities. This, is the most efficient way of allocating the limited

resources at their disposal- This line.of thinking was sometimes supplemented

by the contention that, in terms of costs, agricultural investment demands

less than non-agrioultural, but brings relatively more returns.

. The upshot of all this is that agriculture rather than industry was

the overriding pre-occupation of African governments and agricultural

development was regarded as the pre-condition for general economio expansion.

"A concentration on agricultural development for a number of years", said

the Development Programme ior ivenya for 1957/1960, "should allow time for

the country to build up a reservoir of skilled manpower ior non-agricultural

development at a later date." A report of the Uganda Economio Development

Committee arrived at the same conclusion whan it said in 1?59 that "the

most eff©o-tive steps which can be taken to secure development of manufacturing

industry in Uganda, paradoxical though it may Si-em, ara steps which will

have the effect of increasing agricultural production."

The seoond deterrent to over-all economic planning in general, but

more specifically to industrial planning, was tho strong balief in laisee af

faire economic policy. Arguments marshalled, agains any appreciable degree

of government intervention are well-known and nesd no repetition. The

point is that industrial planning would have called ior a considerable

amount of guidance and some degree ot control by government,, neither of

which could be accepted by private business nor ind,eed by governments
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themselves. The trouble was that not only was planning associated with

an undesirable economic policy but with radical political,thought; and

under the circumstances this could not be tolerated.-^

There are two additional factors which have precluded effective

industrial planning in the past and which still engage the attantion of

planners and policy makers.

First* the widely familiar difficulty of inadequate statistical data.

*;ven today, national accounts are mostly in their embryonic stage in

2/
Africa^ and rarely go beyond estimates of national income and (at times)

oapital formation. The raliability of thsse estimates is another problem

again. The weight of the problem may vary from country to country; in one

country there may be no population census or a reliable estimate, while in

another the difficulty may be the relatively more sophisticated one of

inadequate data on the savings and consumption pattern. But on the whole

the problem remains formidable. "In Tanganyika", for example, "it has

not proved possible to follow the 'programming' approaoh which starts from

over-all targets of gross domestic product and estimates subsequently the

resulting levels of consumption, imports, exports, capital formation and

other relevant aggregates. The work of Tanganyika's national accounts is

in its early stages. Although annual series of gross domestic product

and ,-oapi.tal formation are regularly computed, there is little or no reliable

information on personal consumption and other expenditure aggregates.

Similarly, it proved impossible to arrive at the reliable estimate of a

multiplier or of other relevant co-efiicients of the economy or to prepare

a satisfactory forecast of all resources."-1*' And while both the public

and private sectors are affected, it is the latter on which data are especially

scarce. "Though development planning is reputed to have started in this

See, for instance, "Development Plans versus Development Policies:

Discreditable Notions", The Central African Examiner, June 1962, p.17 et
seq.

2/ See "National Accounts in Africa and relevant EGA Statistics", Economic
Bulletin for Africa, June I96I.

j/ Tanganyika, Development Flan (1961/62 - 1963/64),p.l.
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country since 1945-46" says the current plan of V.estern Nigeria, "the planning

techniques and experience have not, reached the stage of venturing into the

private sector, ^und^mantally, the essential data needed for planning such

a sector are not available and private "businessmen and producers are only

just being educated to provide essential returns and cultivate a co-operative

attitude towards Government planning efforts. Planning for a sector where

the majority of the participants keep no records of production, sales and

purchases andjwhere demand for financial statements is suspect, is nothing

short of a wild goose chase. "^

The sacond factor concerns tha under-developed stage of social and.

-economic overheads. Tables B.I#1 and B.T.2 give a rough indication of the

nature of the problem.

Table B.I.1 brings out two points. In the first place, both Asia and

Africa show a distinctly similar pattern in. .their allocation of public

investment. By far the bulk of this goes to infrastructure. As transport

and communicationsj construction, haalth and education do not exhaust items

that fall under infrastructure, a sura total of columns (l), (2) and (3)

would tend to underestimate the magnitude of infrastructural investment,

although by how much it is difficult to say'." Sven with this possibility of

understatement, the figures are remarkably high. For the few selected

African countries they range from 61 per cent to 78 per cent and for the

Asian_.from 51 pex;_.. cent to 64..per cent. This brings in a related point.

Broadly speaking, the six countries of Asia invested relatively less on

transport and communications, construction, health and education in 1950-

1959 than the five African countries, but more on industry and agriculture.

Evidently, there must have been a number of factors which caussd this.

One which suggests itself is the difference in the level of economic and

social development between Asia and Africa. Though both are under-developed

vis-a-vis the industrial nations, they are not identically so. Asia would

seem to be better off in terms.of both social and economic overheads than

1/ Western Nigeria, Development Plan, 1962-68.
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TABL3 B.X.1

Percentage Distribution of Public Investment 1950-1959

"AFRICA

1. Congo (Leo.:)

2. Ghana

3. Nigeria

4* Sudan '

5. South Africa

ASIA

1. Burma

2. :0eylon

3* India

4* Iraq

5. Philippines

6. Thailand

Trans

port &

Communi

cations

(1)

42

36

48

■29

49

30

22

32

21 .

40

. 43

I
Const

ruction

(2)

26

22

16

10

...

16^/

13

30*/

- 3

9 '

Health

& Edu

cation

10 .

21

8

' 22

14

11

16

15

f 12

Agri

culture

(4)

5

5

-

15

14

15

35

29

34

22

19

Industry

(5)

-

5

1

■" i *:

8

16

3

13

3.1.3/

6

4

Other

(6)

17

27

23

15

18

16

10

1 4
14

Total

(7)

j
100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

oj Inoluding education and health.

b/. Including energy, education and health.

c/ Sooial services only.

d/ Including energy.

Symbols: - indicates amount which is nil or negligible.

... indicates data not available or not separately, reported.

Source: UU World Economic Survey 1959, P- 85.
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Africa, so that governments have more money available for investment in the

more directly productive sectors - industry and agriculture.

Table B, 1.2 shows that although the industrial and agricultural public

investment of African countries seems to have gone up compared with the

figures of Table B.I.1, the preponderance of infrastructure basically remains

unchanged. This varies from 15 per .cent ih.Horocco to 93 per cent in the

Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland. Again there are good grounds for

believing that many of the figures are understated: for under the heading

of infrastructure are included only the following items^ electricity,

transport and communications, education, health. These are indeed the

major items, but they do not cover everything. Government expenditure on

community development programmes, on public buildings, on town planning

etc, has not been included. Nonetheless the figures are by no means low.

" It was seen in Table B.I.1 that the Asian countries which have a higher .

level of economic and social overheads invested less in infrastructure and.

more in industry than the African countries. Some indication of this

relationship exists within Africa itself. In Table B.I.2 Morocoo and the

UAR oome last in the relative size of their investment in infrastrucutre

but are on top in industrial investment. Could the same inference be made ,

here as that made from Table B.I.1 with regard to Asia and Africa ? Namely,

that the UAR and Morocco have a more developed infrastructure and are thus . ,

relatively freer to channel more money into industrial investment. This is.

2/
definitely the case with the UAR—'. Egypt is a country which has, for.

instance, one of the highest figures of per capita total energy consumption,

and one of the most extensive railway and road networks in Africa. The fact. .

that the transport facilities, like population, are heavily concentrated along

the Nile because of the country's large desert area only gives added emphasis

X/ Cnly.in.the case.of Tanganyika have some additional items been included.

2/ Care must be taken, however, in interpreting.^©., high, figure of invest
ment in infrastructure for the Federation of Rhodesia and Fyasaland. It

reflects not so much the under-developed stage of the country's in

frastructure as its policy of directing public investment towards the

services sector rather than towards the more productive sectors.
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to the developed, state of its transport system. In Morocco, too, infra

structure is more developed than in many other countries, but not markedly so.

Here,it seems, it is the policy of rapid industrialization to raduoe the

pressure of unemployment that explains the relatively high level of industrial

investment.

TABLE 5,1.2

Percentage Sistrioution of Government Capital Expenditure

C ountry

1. ^Ped. of Hhodesia

*& Nyasaland

2. Ethiopia '

3. Ghana

4. Congo (Leo.) ■>

5. Cameroun

6. Tanganyika

7. Uganda

8. Senegal - ■ ."

9. Ivory Coast

10. Guinea ■

11. Kenya :'

12. UAH (Egypt)

13. Morocoo

Plan'

Period
Industry

Ihfrast-

culture I ruoture

60-64 .

■58-62

6O-63

57-60

6O-65

60-64 ,

T

4

3^
21

■.■ r

23 . ■

?8 ;

2-

.7.

7

6

■32

26

.15.

12

33,

26

38

23

32

93

73

68

62

60

58

502/

48

12

28

24

15

Other

5

10

17

32

8

12.

32

•.34-,

16

21 ,

34

30

25

.■ i '-—

Total

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.0

100.00

100.00

100,00

100.00

100.00

100,00

100.00

100.00

■„

a/ Transport and communications,; education aM,health only. .

Expenditure on mineral prospecting.

, Vol*-:.II Ho.2, ;p.22}
Sburcet

Senegal, Development Plan. 1961-1964. (
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All this does not prove that industrial planning will accompany a higher

level of industrial investment, what it implies is that, as the expansion

of social and economic overheads rather than investment in industry has been

the major concern of governments, industrial planning could hardly appear to

be a pressing issue.

flurrent developments

Yet signs of change have set in. The I96O-65 plan of the UAH (Egypt)

is one example. It provides evidence of industrial planning which involves

■basic alterations in the level and structure of industrial production.

Table B.I,3 brings out a number of relevant pointe in this respect.

TABLE B.I.3

Gross Value of Industrial Production

1. Mines & Quarries

2. Electrioity

3» Manufacturing, of which

(a,) Food, beverages, tobacco
(b) Processing of non-food

agricultural products

(c) Oil, chemical, metallic,
non-metallic & machine

products

(d) Miscellaneous

...... Total

million

22.0

I8.3

486.I

394.0

155.8

18.0

1094.2

2.0

1-7

44.3

36.0

14.3
1.7

100.00

million

74-4 ■

35.1

639.0

574-8

470.6

20.0

1813.9

*

4.1

2.0

35.2

31.7

26.0

1.0

100.00 ;

Soiirce: General Frame of the 5-Year Plan for Economic & Social Development
July 1960 - June 1965. Cai^x-ffi' ^ \
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Firstly, there is the target figure of Iffil8l3«9 million for over-all

industrial production for 1965. This assumes an impressive rate of growth

of about 11 per cent per annum (compounded). jJven more striking, however,

is th* growth of one of the most crucial "branches, namely 3(c) in the table.-

This comprises the production of electric and non-electric machines, various -

oil products, means of transportation, chemicals, metallic and non-metallic

products, Basic metallic industries also fall within this group. The

aggregate target for these is &S47O.6 million at the end of the first five-

years (i.e. 1964/65). To reach that level the initial total figure of

W155«8 million (1959/60) would have to grow at an annual compound rate of

24.7' per ce;nt. 'Much 'of this' sharp rise is acoounted for by -the even more

impressive growth of three industries - oil refinery, chamicals, and basic

metallic industries. In 1959/60 production in each of those industries

stood at fcJ43.3 million, IB31.2 million and tffll8.8 million respectively.

By I964/65 these figures are to go up to i$98.9 million, t^lO7-7 million

and.fcS124«4.million respectively. So great, is this expansion that one would

hesitate to express it in terms of growth rates. Oil goes up more than

-twice, chemicals more than three times and.basic metals rise almost,seven

times, . .

It is true that one must guard against laying overemphasis on this

■type of expansion, as it starts from a rather low level and as growth rates

in the initial stages of any economy are bound to bo-- quite high. What is

significant, however, is not merely the rapid increase, of production but

rather the types of products upon which emphasis is placed.

If comparison is made between the structure of industrial production

at tfc© beginning...and at the end of the plan period, this emphasis comes

out clearly. In Table B.:*,3 two things stand out. The first ia the relative

decline in the production of food, beverages and tobacco from 44.3 per cent -

to 35.2 per cent of the; gross value of industrial production, The second

is the growth in th3 shara of oils, chemicals, metals etc., from 14.3 per

cent to 26.0 per osnt. This shift has an important implication for economic

development. It means that the foundations for growth are being laid, that
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industrialization is being tackled-&t:its -"roots and that the dynamic forces

now "being created will eventually make the economy self-generating and

self-reliantr'"" "" " "'' "'

Table. B,I«4 substantiates these points, but from a different angle.

Industrial Production

pf a. gredominajritly

produStivernature""

of a predominantly

consumptive nature

59/60

-i*

83.5

64/65 \ 69/70
1 i f

1

69.1 I 66.4

Source: General Frame' of the 5-Year Plan, for Economip a«d Social

jte^lorient July i960 - June 1965, Cairo i960, p.46.

It shows that over the ten-year period-. 1959/60 - 1969/70, Egyptian eponomy

is to undergo a transformation such that industries of a predominantly

productive nature will claim more of the nation's resouroes than those of

a general consumptive nature. This again has a significant meaning for

an undeiv-developed economy. The whole apparatus of production, which has

always had an upper limit to its output, is to be expanded and made to provide

more goods.

; .. . Table J.r^j^Pw8 "toe net effect of all this. The contribution of agri-

.qul/fcure to the national economy goes down relatively ,from;;3u2 per cent

to 28.5 por cent, that.Tof industry increases from 21.3-fi©r cent to 30.1

per cent. This is in line.with one of the Ua&ic-characteristics of a

growing economy, involving industrialization - an increasing predominance

of industry as_ agaizist.a relatively diminishing hold, of thia-agricultural

seotor. It is, of course, also the long-term objeqtive of.many an under

developed country.
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TABLE B.I. 5

Percentage-Income Contribution of the Various Sectors

21. $>

1. Agriculture

2. Industry . .

3» Construction

4. .Services J - 43»-4$ ■

Total

1959/60 1964/65

100,

28.5^

3O.15&

2.8#

100.0^

Sourcet General Frame of the 5-Yoar flan for Economic &.

"Social Development Jujy^ 196Q - June 1965 > Cairo,
'p. 42.

An important faot. is the shars- of industrial -production in the

additional volume of output generated between 1959/60 and 1964/65- Output

be.tween tho 'two periods goes up by 1*31*076.million, of which industrial

production accounts for I&64Q million, 3/5 of the growth of the economy

thus comes directly from the industrial sector; and this is to take about

23 por cent of tjie total investment envisaged: for the whole plan.

Quito obviously, all this says nothing about now the plan is to be

put into effect. Svery plan has a good deal of uncertainty about it -

various forecasts might go wrong, new resources might be discovered or

expected resources might not be forthcoming, social and politioal conditions

might chango •to. But the possibility ssems to oxist for tho "government

to detect and control in good time major unfavourable digressions. First,

there is a system.of following closely the. progress of 'the planv iPTaiiaing

units in the major ministries send periodic roports to the National

Planning Commission which, form tho basis for assessing the. :dagroe of

implQmentation.^ -Seconctly, and perhaps more importantly, the UAE now

directly^ oontrols much moro of tho. national economy than it. did when the

plan was launched in I960. . ■ . ■.! . - .
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The four-year plan of S3ne&al (1961-1964) providoBanothsrsxample of
departure from past practice. It is comprahensivo in both approach and

content, aiming as it does at co-ordinated.social and economic development.

As TaMe 3.1.6 shows, a general plan is dram up for the industrial sector.

Industrial production is to increase at an annual rats of about 13 per cent.

Over-all investment requirements come up to 27,000 million francs, or 4

per cent of the figure for the whole plan, tod of this, the government's

share is 2,000 million francs, or 7 per cent.

The demand for agricultural raw materials and for skilled labour

created by the Plan and its implications for omployment, the location of

industries and for an expanding market are all carefully examined. It

is admitted, for instance, that it would not be possible to supply all the

skilled labour required by the industrial sector at ths end of 1961.

Increased productivity is seen as a way out, but at tha same time the •

limitation put on this by sociological factors.is taken into account. Over

crowding of industrial centres is guarded against and locations cited for

tha distribution of industrial establishments.
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TABLK B.I, 6

SENEGAts Targets for Industrial Production by Branches fin millions of

Branches
y, .

Value of

Produotipn 1961 TJ1964 ■■:

T959I 1964 i 1959-100

5J '

Net in- ' nsw jobs

vestment I created

1.

2.

3.
4.

I5-
i 6.

8.

p.o.

JL1.

JL2.

L3-

14.

Electgicit;

1X7.
18.

20.

Pstroleum

Mining, quarrying and

salt production

Metal industries, elec

trical construction

Glass industry, building

materials

Chemical and fertilizer

industries

To"baco 0) raatche s .

Pats, soap

Grain & flour

Bakeries & biscuit

factories

Sugar refinery, "beve

rages & milk products

Pood preserving and

canning

Miscellaneous food

industries, refrigera

tion

Textiles

Footwear & manufacturing

of plastic materials

Hood, furniture

Paper and paper-board

Printing & publishing

Total

Building and civil

engineering

Mineral & petroleum

prospecting

1,900.

600

200

750

3,400

■2,600 ' 137
760 , 127

12,600 6,300

5,000

6,600

1,300i 1,900 ,

600; 2,800 ;

1,800i 2,200 1

25,000 34t000 ,

3,500! 4,400 '

3,300

1,700

600

950

2,250

800

600

190

600

4,300

2,300

3,800

1,300

5,ooo

1,600

700

350

780

733

194

146

466

122

136

126

130

135

633

137

222

200

117

184
130

1,400

• • •

5,000

2,000

1,300

200

1,500

200

1,000

100

200

200

400

350

3,000

300

50

50

50

50,040 j 92,990 ,
i

11,000 15,600 j

186

143

17,300

6,000

150

100

' 510

150

1,200

200

430

500

50

550

100

1,000

90

2,500

350

50

30

50

860

900

30

1,100

3,200

700

250

530

.2,500

560

1,900

600

600

360

2,000

700

500

80

350

8,010

2,000

17,720

17,000

si

At 1959 prioes.

Industries are classified according to the main activity of the ooupany in question.
Investments do not include the low tension lines or tha water-supply "works.

Classified under heading VII, Housing and Municipal Administraiion.

Sources Senegal, Development Flan (1961-196.4.), P- 107-
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The over-all effect of the Plan on the structure of the national economy

is shown in Table-B.1.7. The economy becomes more industrialized as industry's

TAELE B.I.7

SENEGAL - Contribution of the Various Sectors to National

1,000 million franosIncome

IV

2,

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Rural production^

Industry and power

Building & public works

Handicrafts—'

Transport

Traded
Other services

Total

1

Value

32.2

17.1

6.3

4.3

6.6

46.2

3.5

116.2

1959

—~1

*

27.

14.

5.

3.

5.

, 39.

1 3.

1 100.

7

7

4

7

7

8

0

0

Value

43.5

31.0

9.0

5-6

9.8

68.4

4.7

172.0

1964

25.3

18.0

5.2

3.3

5.7

39.8

2.7

100.0

Including subsistence production.

b/ Excludes rural skilled workers, fishermen, and those workers engaged
in transport.

SJ All..trade margins, including indirect taxes, havo been included here.

Sources Senegal, Development Plan (I96I-I964), pp. 205 - 206.

contribution to national income go*s up from 14.7 per cent to 18.0 per cent.

The table again illustrates the role of industrialization in a developing

economy. Value added increases from 116,200 million franos in 1959 to

172,000 million francs in 1964? of this increment of about 56 million,

industry accounts for about 14 million, or 25 per cent.

Senegal's plan also provides for changes in the administrative machinery

to meet the demands of a planned and growing economy. These changes affect

both the central and the provincial administrations.
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: The plans of Nigeria, Tanganyika and Guinea differ somewhat from the

preceding two as more emphasis is placed on individual projects. But here

again there ars definite signs of change which indicate that the comprehen

sive approach to planning has also'been taken into account.

. TABLE B.I.8

NIGERIA - Summary of Capital Expenditure on Trade and

Industry 1962-1968

B, Western Region

1. Cottage & Rural.Industries

2. Smalls-Scale Industries

3* Integrated Rural Development

4. Large Scale Industries

5. Industrial Credit Facilities

6. Industrial Estates

Total . ■ ,

■235:

1,372

500

10,000

1,800

3,333

17,240

A.

1.

2,

,3.

■4.

5.

.. .6......

7.

8.

9.

10.

Federal

Iron and Steel.Industry

(Fed. & Reg.)

Petroleum Refinery (Federal share)

Coal Corporation

Direct Investment in Industry

National Development Bank

-Insurance Company

Federal Loans Board

Federal Institute of Industrial

Research

International Trade Fair

Mint & Security Printing

Total

L '000 !

30,000 i

2,000*'

500

5,000

4,000

1,000

500

330

400

300

44,030



T&BLE B.I.8 (continued)

■ ^ ' •^■^storn fiogion
i *""

.: .=.., I':re.nB-^jnadi Industrial Layout

Other Industrial Layouts & Ustatas

V Industrial Production

4< Industrial Institutes & Centres

\j*. L^.all Industry Loan Scheme

u. ™::?,&e Divisions

7» TMioellanGoua Investigations

I o. Co- operatives

■ I10 "till ' ' ■

■•'■■■■

1 Tattles: .

-■ Cfc'hex1 Cotton Goods

vj Ivpxi &. Steel

6-, JTi"bre (Sacks)

;.. Cll Seed crus'^in^1

Co Starcjx ■ ■■ -

q, Pap.jr -

j.. .*.■-' .■_ .^

l-~ •■ KAscellaneous

h '000

1,304

500

10,000

494".

500

140

60

520

13,518

Government

Investment

I. '000

1,500

300

20Q?-

1,000

1,000

800

600 ;

■ 10

600

80

1,000.

385

-

800

1,000

M35

Government

■

s-'^c-' Nigeria, Federal Development Plan (1962-68), p. 15.
Nigeria, l.-ostern, " " » p. 27.

Nigeria, ilastarn, " » " p, 36.
jtficoria, I?orthern, " P. 38.
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■

and Private Invest,

£1 '000

9,000

1,400

1,000

5,000 ■

29,000

2,400 i

i 3,000

50

3,000

400

12,000

3,759 .,= ..:

250

800 i

5,000 ;

76^050 - L
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The emphasis on industrialization in the Federal as well as in the

regional plans is clear. Capital expenditure on industry is about 10 per

cant in the Federal Plan, 8 per csnt in-the Northern, 12 per cent in the

Eastern and 23 per cent in the Western. Sach plan further makes statements

of policy on the Government's commitment to a programme of industrial

development. Another new feature shows itself in the evaluation of projects.

One of the most important projects of the Federal Government, for instance,

is an iron and steel industry whose capacity is estimated at between

120,000 and 250,000 tons per annum and which is to come into operation about

1966. The project was in its early stages at the time the plan was drawn

up and no exaot profitability calculations could be made. But tentative

figures were given for the major indirect effaots which the steel complex

would give rise to throughout the eoonomy. "The production of 125,000 tons

of steel,'1 says the plan, "will require no lass than 242,400 tons of iron ore,

75,200.of limestone, and 110,000 tons of coal. If the complex is located in

the Ouitsha or- Lcfcoja areas, it would add about 53 million ton-milds to river

traffic, an increase of nearly 45 per cent over the traffic carried in I960.

The mill will require about 13 per cent of the installed electric generating

capacity of the Kainji Dam and will add about 27 per cent to the electricity

demand expected in 1971/2. Direct employment will be provided for about 1,500

people. A larger steel complex will raise these figures.11-' The plan for

Northern Nigeria goes beyond estimatss of capital expenditure on indusiory

and makes projections of total production for selected agricultural commodi

ties (Table B.I.9). It further gives estimates of how much of each of these

commodities is to be processed domestically at the end of the plan period.

This again is a new element in this type of planning,

Tanganyika's plan also shows certain new features. A mere glance at

the industrial plan (Table B.I.10) may not show that many factors were taken

into consideration before the figures were arrived at.

1/ Federal Government Development Programme, 1962-1968, p.13.
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TABLE :;.1.9

ITIG^.IA - Locally Processed Commodities

1.

i 2.

3.

4.

5-

6.

7.

Product ; -■-■

Cotton (bales)

Grouniinuts (tons)

Cotton seed (tons)

Soya beans (tons)

Hides (tons)

Skins (owt)

Benniseed (tons)

1962

Produced

300,000

600,000

30,000

13,000

700,000

60,000

27,000

Processed

7*

-

- .

Afo

llfo

-

1968

Estimated

Production

600,000

950,000

140,000

27,000

.700,000

60,000

29,000

Processed

20fo

42/o

-JOfo

AOfo

6$

50$

34^

Source: Northern Nigeria, Development Plan (1962-1968), p. 39.

"•••Although. Tanganyika1s plan is not a comprehensive one" says the opening

page of the current development plan, "it would be misleading to call it

a public capital expenditure programme in the old sense of the concept. ■

The plan is based on an extensive survey of the economy prepared by the

World-Bank Mission and orr several subsidiary economic and statistical studies

carried out by the Territory's Economic and Statistical Services. The

general directives had been determined and an assessment of resources,

inoluding the effect on racurrent budgets, sources of finance and manpower

requirements, had been made, "within the group of economic projects-plans

of the Ministries responsible have been co-ordinated."

The plan calls for an expenditure of h2/\. million, an average of

t8 million per annum. Of this, industry's share is about tl million, or

4 per cent.

Guinea's industrial plan may also give the impression of bsing an

unconnected collection of projects inserted in the over—all development plan.
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TABLE B.I. 10

TANGANYIKA - Expenditure on Trade and Industry - 1961/64

1 Project No.

1

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Group

Development Corporation

Dar—es-Salaam Hotel

Basic Geological Mapping

Housing (African Participation in Trade
& Ind.)

Prospectors' Courses

Mineral Reconnaissance Survey

Surveys (Trade, Market etc.)

Participation in Trade Shows

Tourist Amenities

Trade Representatives Abroad

Industrial Estates Fund

African Loans Fund

Permanent Hall for Trade ~ortn bi ti ons

Total

■

300,000

300,000

146,955

. ■. 26 j 400

36,327

124,784

15,000

19,500

30,000

6,000

30,000

50,000

10,000

1,094,966

Source 1 Tanganyika, Development Plan (1961/2 - 1963/4)» P-75»

Yet this is not the case. In the first place, the entire 3-year programme

(196Q-I963) is the beginning of ^hat is to "be a long-term and more thorough

development plan. Secondly, the industrial projects ara the outcome of

the "belief that what the country ought to do at this stage of its planning

is not to launch a programme of heavy industries, but rather to concentrate

on the processing of domestic agricultural raw matarials and also on

import replacement. Here again (as in Nigeria & Tanganyika) the general

objective is to lay the foundations for future growth.

. The following is a list of the more important industrial projects

given in the plan:
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1. A plant for agricultural implementB. Capacity: 400,000 per annum.

2. A plant for the production of wheel-barrows and carts. Capaoity:

50,000 per annum.

3- A plant for the manufacture of kitchen utensils. Capacity:

250,000 per annum.

4» A furniture plant produoing 60,000 units per annum.

5» A plant manufacturing 600 tons of nails per annum.

6. Two oil mills and two soap-works*

7« Plants for canning fruitB and preparing fruit juioe.

8. One shoe factory and one cigarette factory.

9. Five abattoirs.

10. A rice mill.

5,000 million francs are to be spent on all the industrial projects;

this represents 13 per cent of the total figure (39,000 million) for the

entire plan.

Prospects for the future

The state of industrial planning in Africa leaves much to be desired.

This is a legacy of the past which has been examined at some length* But

is the 'future going to be significantly different?

As the preceding section broadly suggests, there are indications that

the obstacles met with in the past will in the future be reduced considerably,

if not removed altogether. In the first place, there seems to be a growing

awareness that the preoccupation with agricultural development as the single

overriding objective for a developing country is unwarranted. This is

firstly due to political d-3V3lopments which have not been accompanied, as

many would have liked, by corresponding changes on the economic front. As

more and more states have regained their independence, disillusionment has

been voiced on ths continued economic dependence on former metropolitan

powers. Hence the widespread feeling that, without a substantial degree of

economic self-sufficiency, very little meaning can be attached to independence.

As thia dependence on former metropolitan and other powers mainly concerns
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manufactures, both of capital equipment and of consumer goods, the desire

to lessen it and consolidate independence has been translated into a policy

of industrialization. The Senegal plan has this in viev when it says?

"The priority to industry which was given in the first Plan is proof of

the Government's desire to take advantage of what had already "been achieved

and to reinforce the economic independence of the nation." Guinea's plan

makes the same point. "It (industrialization) is the basis of her (Guinea's)

economic independence. It is also a sure way to progress, because it is

in that sector that the productivity of labour is highest. It is therefore

industrialization which will facilitate a rapid development of the country's

wealth, without which the nation would "b3 condemned to stagnation." Other

countries have made similar statements of policy at various times. In the

second instance, the inclination towards redressing the balance of emphasis

in favour of industry may also be due to the realization that neither

logically nor on the basis of relevant historical experience in other

continents can the past preoccupation with agricultural development be

justified. The argument that a rise in agricultural productivity provides

the capital, the labour and the market for a growing economy cannot be

construed to mean that industrial expansion must be preceded by agricultural

development. Indeed the development of agriculture its©!:* prssumes a

oonoomitant growth of the industrial sector. Unless home industries provide

both the required consumer goods that would follow increases in rural incomes

and in the long-run the "technical wherewithal" needed for a rapid rise

in agricultural productivity, the only alternative to turn to would be

foreign trade. Both consumer and capital goods would have to be imported on

a large scale to meet the demands of a developing agriculture. But that is

precisely the situation which, if it continues, in the long-run vitiates

"self-generated and self-sustained growth, and one which an increasing number

of countries would like to eventually remove. If it is admitted that the

aspiration of African countries is to build economies which contain themselves

forces for sustained growth, the conclusion is inescapable that they must

aim at a simultaneous development of both agriculture and industry, and

thus break through the apparent vicious circle of agricultural versus
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industrial development. The history of the economic development of Japan

and the Soviet Union (two countries whose experience is relevant for the

under-developed countries of today) bears this out. Both went through

periods of rapid agricultural and industrial development during the' critical

years of their economic development - and not through one where agricultural

development preceded industrialization. India today is placing major emphasis

pn both agriculture and industry.

On occasions, the argument is also put forward that not merely should

more balance be brought to government policy on agriculture and industry in

' favour of the latter, but that prime emphasis must be placed on industrializa

tion. As there is a wide margin of non-utilized resources in agriculture

(land, labour) large increases in production oould be realized without an

appreciable rise in the leval of agricultural investment; so that industry

oould be provided with raw materials at minimum cost. Such growth in industry

would in turn have the effaot of generating growth in agriculture.

A new trend in economic policy embracing the twin objectives of

industrial and agricultural development is thus visible. The latest develop

ment plans of Nigeria (both federal and regional), Senegal and Guinea as

well as the growing importance given to the subject at African international

conferences (e.g, the fourth session of EGA) are evidence of this now trend.-*/

Furthermore, the public ssctor is becoming more active than it has

been in the past and the likelihocd is.that it will play an even more

decisive role in coming years. As was noted earlier, by and large the

commitment to laissez-faire may bo more the slowing momentum of a historical

force rather than a living philosophy with passionate adherants in key

positions of policy; and being a momentum, it will come to a stop. This is

not to say that the private sector will whither away, but rather that economic

policy will be subjeot more and more to tha exigencies of a given situation

1/ New plans are being prepared for Ghana, Ethiopia, Somalia, Sudan, Congo
(Brazzaville) and Dahomey. It will be interesting to look for this
new trend in them.
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rather than to the dictates of an outmoded dogma. Already it has become a

characteristic feature of many development plan's to state that if the private

sector does not take interest in a given project, the government will step

'in. '■'■■■

It is also reasonable to expect that comprehensive planning will gain

more ground in the future. If planning is to ba rational, if it is to

mobilize the resources of a whole nation and in this way taka the economy

along a desired path; its scope cannot be restricted to a particular sector.

It must cover the whole of thy national economy. Ghana has made a definite

break with the past in favour of this type of planning. The UAR (Egypt),

Morocco and a number of Frenoh-speaking countries are already planning

oomprehensively. Sierra Leone has also joined this group. As time goes on,

the numbers will very probably increase. And this will in turn strengthen

the case for a more determined effort to accumulate eztensive data for

planning.

It is the under-developed state of Africa's infrastructure which will

probably remain the centra of much attention in years to come. And invest

ment will in all probability continue to bo concentratsd here. But, of

course, this is not to ba taken as an obstacle to industrialization or as

a competitor to industrial investment. It is, on the contra, the basis

of all growth,' and more money going into it will eventually provide the

necessary iramiwork for industrialization. It is, therefore, justifiable

to. say that all the major deterrents to industrial planning which have been

mentioned are likely to lose their hold over policy making,, and,

correspondingly, intsgratsd economic and industrial planning stands to gain.
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CHAPTER ' B; II

ANALYSIS A F FUTURE PRODUCTION K'SSIBILITIES OF

SELECTED AFRICAN INBJSERIES

INTRODUCTION

,. \ r?er, capita incomes in Africa as a whole.,.averaged approximately

US$110 in: 1960. If South A:frica were omitted from the calculation,

the average,.income could drop to around ©90, not very different from

that in most of Southeast Asia and less than one-tenth of the

average inoome in industrial countries taken together. This gap

between tte.under-developed and the developed countries of the world,

or the 'economic distance* Las it is called in the ECA survey of

"Industrial Growth in Africa", offersa starting point in a considera

tion of tli~j£tte™ Africa over

the coming decades.

; The main: inference which may be drawn from the ECA. study is that

economic distance is not a single, solitary assure of Ifche gap between

the; developed and the under-developed [countries, but a number of

measurements |to be undertaken sectoraily/\^uch measurements themselves

arel x>£...coursW- ». complex.japb,. and ^jL^?.^*?.."6!.. ^e^foTe oore
indioative than accurate. For Africa as a whole, excluding South

Africa, the "BCA'at-feempts the .follbwii^;8±eroise wherein economic ■;;i^

distance is measured, on a per capita; basis, in relation to .industrial

opuntriee taken-together • _ ,_ . . ,v . .- ■

.n.

. o ■:)
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TABLE B.II.1

Illustrative Measurement of the Eoonomlo Distance between

a/
Afrioa-'and the Industrial Countries, 1960

Output

by

Industrial

Origin

Agriculture

Industry

Commodity Output

Other sectors

Total Output

AFRICA

In In US

African relative

prices prices

Industrial

Countries

In US dollars

(a)

40

11

55

i2

90

to

60

20

80

..X.
(150)^/

(0)

120

480

600

600

1,200

Ratio of 1

per capita—'

output in

industrial

countries

to ,that

in Africa

(o)4"(b)

(dV

2

21

8

•..

(8)

Rates of growth

and period needed

by Africa to reaci

the level (i960)
in industrial

countries

Annual

per<♦ sicapita-7

rate of

growth

info

(e)

1.5-2

5

1

(5)

Years

■(£)

40-50

40^50

40-50

(40-50)

Notea The figures, based on domestie product at factor cost, are very orude

and have therefore been rounded to the nearest 5 ot 10« Adjustments

in column (b) are purely notional in character. .

Souroet Computed from Surendra J. Patel's study, Economic Distance between

Nations : Its Origin« Management and Outlook.

a/ Excluding South Africa.

b/ Relative prices in the service sector are difficult to compare nearly
everywheref but more so in Africa where, owing to the predominance of

the non-African population in this sector, the remuneration is relatively

high. 2ne figure for total output in column (b) is therefore purely
arbitrary.

0/ Of the whole population, not according to sectors*
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It will be noted, from .the above table that the exercise does not

cover.sectors other than agriculture and industry, the latter >eing

inclusive of mining- The- central point of the analysis, however, is

that.the per capita, net agricultural output in the industrial countries^

is only twice as high as in Africa whereas a similar comparison in terms

of industrial output yields a ratio of 25 ii.^ For commodity output,
taking "both" series together, the ratio would thus be'8:1. Ih other words,

economic distance can be broken up into two propositions- (a) smallness

+ ofthe gap in agricultural terms? and (V) vastness of the gap between" the

"developed and the under-developed'countries in industrial terms -^irtiloii

haw important'implications for the pattern" of future economic growth in

Africa, particularly-as planning takes a lead in conscious direotion of-

economic trends.

The smallness of the agricultural' b-ap, arising mainly out of the

'direct limit on the quantity and variety of diet that a person-might -

consume, puts a low ceiling on the per capita increase* in agricultural-

output which may be "aimed at.. ■ Oii-fehe other hand,; the vastness of the

in^iistrial'gap imposes, fa* p^c^icial purposes, haTdly any :ceiling .a*.-all.

She'latter applies,1 obtlousxy, only- to industrial output in .the aggregate

■arid not to Individual-efrnfiaoditie's.- This argument underlines the^oaee-,for

rapid industrialisation in Africa, ■ " ■ ■ r ■ ■; >J ^ ■

In a short review of historical trends, it is argued that -the ^coliomio

■ diBtdnoei incite ;pret5en^^ahdTTidehl3:g.i diirension, has. evolve^ pver a hundred

■ ydars, say between "1860 ^;o'1960?; during which ,the- industrial eoonoaie^have

• vg*tf«n at a compound rdta ?sr capita of output of 1.8 per cent, ^ -Can Africa

ttatoh thiseiperienoe?' ;And noed Af-ica take as .long as ! the. .deve.lop.erd. .„

oountries did?v Iivotir-view a high growth rate - is practicable, and not .•.-„.

lun3*elaied to recent -erpsrlSAea ^'several countries outside -of Africa and

1/ Per capita output refers to ths output per head of the whole population
and must be. clearly, diG-linguiBhad from.lapour .productivity in agriculture

■ or labour proauctivity^ir.' in^s.trr, whic-h are mee^r^d "bv dividing^total

output in the sector coricorr.od "by the labour force employed in that

sector*
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a fairly high growth rate in some African countries since the war. Hence

the illustrative series in the last two columns in the preceding table,

suggesting that "the transformation of Africa from an industrially "back

ward economy to an advanced one can "be shortened to half a century".

Since African economies are unusually heavily oriented to foregoing

trade, import substitution provides one indication of the vast range of

possible African industrialization* But the range must widen to contain

a substantial role for heavy industry* partly in anticipation of the,

historical trend in all industrial countries, and also because the output

of heavy industries "represents a proliferation of the industrial base*

an important element in the spread of division of labour and speoialiBa^-

tipn".

Rapid industrialization means that within the comparatively near

future Africa will have to make a start with virtually the whole range of

modern industries. : . ; ■ . ;

In this article, based on a recent comprehensive study prepared by

ECA-ly an attempt is made to analyze briefly past trends of consumption

and production and to present forecasts of the possible future trends of

production and consumption for five groups of industries, viz., iron and

steel, mechanical and electrical engineering industries, non-ferrous

metals, chemicals and fertilizers and textiles.

The analysis has been oarried out as far as possible by sub-regions*

The realization of the desired rates of industrial growth is in many oases

dependent, if not conditional, upon co-operation between the numerous and

email nations of Afrioa. Of the forty states and territories in Africa

only three have a population of more than 20,000,000. Twenty-three have

a population of 4,000,000 or less. Some thirteen oountries, excluding the

off-shore islands, have a population of less than 1,000,000.

1/ The article is based on a comprehensive study prepared by ECAt
Industrial Growth in Africa (A Survey and Outlook) B/0isr.14/Dffi/1f
December 1962.
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The small population coupled with low per capita income put serious

limits to the size of the national markets while, on the other hand, in

much of modern industry the minimum economic size of a plant often means

substantial capacity. Taken together, these factors obviously point to

the need for sub-regional co-operation. Moreover, the expansion of

markets.involved in regional co-operation begets its own economic

momentum in the establisbment of industrial complexes with attendant

benefits of specialization of manpower-and maohinery and of the more

effective utilization of infrastructure facilities.

It should, however, be recognized that therei:are quite a..few indus

tries where the economies of scale are not too significant. These1 are

mainly light industries and non-durable oonsumer goods industries^1 such

as food processing, textiles,- sho.e manufacturing .as well as-a~wide~ range

of building materials industries.

Unavoidably the studies on individual industries arebased on stati

stical material of unequal adequacy and varying accuracy, and* as,they

relate to forecasts for the future, the studies might appear more uncertain

and, indeed, speculative. But these are inevitable risks in the current

state .p.f information and. understanding. ; ■ ., • . : ;., ,

Iron and Steel ' ■ ' ■

In i960? 1J.4 million metric tons of iron ore, mostly of a high Fe

content, were mined in Africa, the main producers being Algeria, South

Africa, Liberia, Morocco, Sierra Leone/Tunisia, Guinea, Angola and UAR

(Sgypt), in that order. In regional terms, as will be seen below, North

Africa and Vest Africa were the most important producers, followed by

South'Afrioa. Other parts of Southern Africa and Central Africa are

producers to a small extent and East Africa, it will be noticed, is not

an entrant for the current list of producers.
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TABLE B.II.2

■Sub-Region "- '■"■

North Africa ...

West Africa

South and Central Africa

(excluding the Republic
of .South Africa) ... ,

Republic, of South ,Africa

Production of

Iron Ore (in . ..
thousand metric

tons)
1960

6,300

5,248 -

817

... 3,071-

-.

Per cent

of total ....

production

: % .

20*

Hange of estimated

iron content in

countries within

sub-region

48* to 60$

53*:/to 68*

59$ to 65*

■62*.

The 1960 statement of iron ore production is the reflection of a

growth industry - the annual compounded rate of growth in 1956-60 being

5«9 per cent - but even so' is not fully reflective of the iron ore potentials of

the African continent. Thus, Guinea is estimated to have reserves of 2,500

million tons of shipment ore' with a Fe content of 60 per cent; and Liberia is

believed to have 1,000 million tons of similar Fe content. Again, most

countries in the West African region, from Mauritania to the Congo

(Brazzaville) have varying iron ore deposits. On currently available in

formation, very soon the list of producers in West Africa—' will expand to

eleven countries, as compared with the three producers of i960. The new

producers include Nigeria, Niger, Mauritania, Ghana, Gabon, Cameroun,

Senegal and Congo (Brazzaville). Similar trends, to a varying extent, are

operative in other regions, as may be seen from the following tables

J/ To some extent; the development has already oome about.
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TABLE B.II.3

ountry *'Estimate of
or iron ore

Region _ deposits

Guinea 2,500 m.toris

piberia 1,000 m. tons

Sierra. Ijeone 1,000 m.tons

Iron

Content Other Remarks

(a) Nimba and Simandou deposits

(250 m.tons) to be developed.

(b) Deposits not fully mapped.

(a) New iron ore mines planned at

Nimbu, with export targets:

1963 - 3 m-tonsj:1964 - 7 m.tons.

(b) Deposits not fully mapped.

(a) Hew mine has begun production

near the border and will produce

3 million tons in early stages.

New Producers (after 1960 ) nd others

West Africa

Nigeria

Dahomey

Niger

Mauritania

Ghana

Togo

Gabon

75 nutons

75 m.tons

100 m.tons

nutone

Over 500 m.

tons.

40-50$

6&jf>

45-60$

63$ .

46-51$

(a) At Eriugu, Eastern Nigeria - 40$
We content, ahd at Atbaja, in the

North, with a Fe content of 50$.

(a) Kandi circle.

(b) Presently inaccessible because

of distance from railways and

ports.

(a) The Say deposits*

(b) Considerable distance from

transport facilities.

(a) At Kedia d!idjl.

(a) Near Sheine in the North

(b) Not easily accessible

(c) Will be explored in connexion

with the Volta project.

<a) In the Bandjeh- region.

(a) Along the Ivindo River

(b) Difficult transport location
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TABLE B.II.3 (oontd.)

Jountry

or

te&ion

ameroun

[Senegal

[Congo
(Brazzaville)

[North

[Algeria
loro coo

Tunisia

Estimate of

iron ore

deposits

100 m.tons

.30 m.tons

100 ra.tons

Iron

Content Other Remarks

53-54$

Existing producers

East Africa

Tanganyika

Ethiopia and
Kenya

South & Central

35 m.tons

40 m.tons 46.

Angola

Southern Rhodesia
South Africa

{Northern Rhodesia

(a) In April 1958, exploratory
drilling started.

(a) Kedougon Region. '

(b) Difficult "transport location

(a) 150 miles from Brazzaville, near
the -Gabon border.

Planning to extend production}
important deposits found, with Fe
content of 55^ in Gaza, Algeria.

(a) New deposits found.

(fe) Difficult■"■transport location.

(a) In the Karfodan province.

(a). Company formed for exploration.

(a) Deposits known to existj but
quantity and quality have yet

to be determined.

„ . J_. A11 expected to increase production,
Existing producers

54-65?$ (a) 90 miles from Lusaka.

(b) Mainly unutilized.
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One. aspect of the African iron ore position, apart from its sub

stantial presence, needs to be noted. African iron ores, for the'most

part, have a higher grade iron content than most European countries and

in several oases the Fe content is comparable to, if not higher than,

either Norway, Sweden or the USSR.

In the absence of a domestic iron and steel industry, capable of

utilizing it, the bulk.of African iron ore - as much as 100 per cent in many

countries, and 72 per cent for eight leading producers token together - is

exported, the United Kingdom, Western Germany, the USA, the Netherlands

and Japan being the main consumers. However, s small pig-iron and crude

steel produoing industry exists, in a very uneven geographical pattern as

may be seen below:

TABLE B.II.4

South Africa

UAH (Egypt)

Rhodesia

Production

Pig-Iron

1,999,000

127,000

159,000

of

tons

u

it

Production

of crude

steel

2,112,000

172,000

80,000
■

tons

ti

ii

Annual

Growth

Compounded

(1956-60)

Pig Iron

+ 1O.i

+ 143.^$>-

Hate

Crude

+ 7.

+ 12.

+ 8.

of

Steel

*

The predominance of the South African industry is obvious5 at the saane

time ,it is seen that the largest part of the growth of these industries in

all three countries is of fairly recent origin. Per present indications

and/or plans, the Shodesian output will go up to 1,500,000 tons of steel

and South Africa is expected to become a net exporter of steel to the

extent of 1.5 m. tons a year by 1972-75- Tke Egyptian programme includes

a strip mill with an annual capacity of 70,000 tons of sheet and a strip

and cold-rolling sheet mill for 25,000 tons of sheet for tinning.
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In other parts of Africa, the current iron and steel pattern is

confined to small re-rolling mills using scrap and other small uses, tut

plans are being worked out in several countries for the erection of steel

works.

In North Africa, where presently E-gypt is the only producer, consid

erable development, is under way. In Algeria, a steel plant is under

construction at Bone, and on completion in 1964, the plant will produce

500,000 tons of crude steel. liventually,, the plant capacity is expected

to go up to a million tons. Morocco will have.its steel plant at Na.dor,

and construction is presently progressing.

■ In other words, the iron ore resources of North Africa.are likely to

find soon a much larger industrial use within the region, just,.as presently

South African ore resources are "being utilized. East Africa, as was noted

earlier, does not have, on present information, immediate scope for a

substantial iron and steel industry. But the case of West Africa stands

bh^a different footing, and the rest of this section'will'be "devoted to a

consideration of the West African, oase.

.";. In West Africa*, at ..present there is-no-fully-integrated.iron and

steel industry, although a drum' fabricating plant and some rolling mills

do exist. Some small developments are on the way in Nigeria, Niger and

Ghana, but at the present all thinking about iron arid steel manufacture,

on the large-scale integrated basis, is in its early stages-.- In other

words, except at the fringe, the West African market of 80 million people is

at present wholly catered for by imports, vhich may be placed in recent

years at around 360,000 tons a year.

j Nigeria is the-largest consumer at 150,000 tons a year,' followed by

Ghana,.iformer French West Africa and Togo, and former" French Equatorial

Africa, in that order.> Sierra -Leone and Liberia account, for some 6fo of

the total market between them. In per capita term&, the.West African

average works out to 4.8 kg., with Ghana at one end(9;3 ikg.) and former

French West Africa at the other, lower end (4.0 kg.). Liberia and Nigeria,

with 4«5 and 4«7 kg. respectively, are closer to the lower extreme, whereas

former French Equatorial Africa and Sierra Leone, with 7.5 and 7.3 kg.

respectively occupy somewhat intermediate positions.
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In terae of end-products, the West African .narfcet *roadly divides

into five groups as followsi

TABLE B.II.5

Import Category

.,. Corrugated sheets, galvanized and
! other sheets and plates

j2» Hods and Bars

J3. Accessories-for railway construction

4. Pipes, tubes and fittings

5. Other

Quantity Imported

11958 ('000 tons) I

100

I -69

52 .

61

Per Cent

' ■ 'i

.... 29

20

18

15

17

BC1 study quoted a*ove also provides many details of country-wise

™, «. study arrives at total consumption fibres

ranging from about 500,000 tons to about 600,000 tons.

its own estimates for 1970*

' s e

tons in the early 1970's.

ECA does not •»».— — ., ,,. . .

Commission for Europe-s estimate of West African' deman* around

ECE, Long-ter. Trends and
of the European Steel Industry, 1959
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In view of the fairly rapid increase in demand for steel, ECA suggests

the building up of a single 500,000 ton plant in West Africa. Raw mater

ials, as pointed out in the study are a partially solved equation. Iron

ore of high quality is available in adequate quantities; but as regards the

admitted non-availability of suitable coking coal, the expectation is that

Kigerian coal might be adapted, or in the alternative, high grade coking

could be imported from the USA as a return cargo of African ore exports,

which in any case are likely to continue for a- long time. The problems of

skilled labour are seen as sizeable but not insuperable, especially if the

plant in set up in two stages:

First stages Blast furnace; possibly a cokery and a coke-oven by

product plant. Pig iron produced to be used by large foundries and/or

exported.

Second-stagei Over a five-year period a 500,000 ton steel plant prob

ably using oxygen vessels; an additional blast furnace; a blooming mill; a

section or rod mill, and a steel foundry.

A still later stage, might take the plant to a million ton capacity.

Such a 500,000 ton plant would cost around 150 million US dollars,

and its output would have sub-regional dimensions, a situation which

obviously calls for sub-regional co-operation in the field of finance as

well as in the marketing of its products. And since the putting up of such

a plant would probably be beyond the resources in technology and finance

of African countries, this venture in African co-operation at a sub-regional

level might call for multi-national co-operation in the larger sense as well

Non-ferrous metals

This section is concerned with the five major non-ferrous metals -

aluminium, copper, lead, zinc and tin - rather than with additive metals

like tungston, manganese, oobalt or molybdenum.
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As in the case of iron ore, the present production of these metals

in Africa primarily is export-oriented, and the trends in production have

therefore tended to be a reflection of world market conditions rather than

an index of economic activity in Africa. The figures, given below, of

mining activity show the varying rates of metal-wise growth:

.. . • . . . TABLE B.II.6 ■

Zinc

Tin . . -

Lead

Copper

1951-1955
(average)

194,000 tons

25,000 "

196,000 "

807,000 "

1960

260,000 tons

2.1,000 " .

215,000 "

979*000 "

Change

+ 34^

- 22#

+ 9fo

+ 12JS

The reversal in tin production is the only exception to a general

rising trend, and it might "be noted that this change was recorded after

1956.

With this general picture in hand, a brief review of each metal will

be given below,

Zino is commercially mined in seven African countries - Congo

(Leopoldville) 42 per cent of the African total; Morocco 20 per cent; Rhodesia

and Uyasaland 17 per cent; Algeria 15 per cent; South West Africa a shade less

than 5 per cents and Tunisia 1.5 per cent, Egypt has a small production,

even smaller than that of Tunisia,

In sub-regional terms, West and East Africa are thus among the non-

producers of zinc.

Tin ore is produced in some twelve African countries, but the Congo

(Leopoldville) and Rwanda and Burundi produce, between them, almost one-half

of the continent's output* Nigeria produces another 37 per cent (i960).

South Africa, South West Africa and Rhodesia and Kyasaland are among the

only other significant producers? although Uganda, Niger, Cameroun, Tanga

nyika, Swaziland, Morocco and Congo (Brazzaville) also feature in a

comprehensive list of producers.
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Broadly speaking, there has been a slight shift over the last ten

years in the relative importance of Congo (Leopoldville) and Rwanda and

Burundi. Thus, in 1951-55 those countries, on an average, produced 50

per cent of the tin ore, "but as of 196Q their share has somewhat declined*

Some eleven African countries produce lead ore, "but only seven of them

- South West Africa, Morocco, Tunisia, Rhodesia and JTyasaland, Algeria,

Congo (Brazzaville) and Tanganyika - produce more than 1,000 metric tons.

And of these seven, Morocco (44 per cent), South West Africa (30 per cent)?

and Tunisia (9 per cent), together account for over SO per cent of the

continental output. The general pattern of country proportions has remained

more or lass unchanged over the last ten years, the only major change "being

a sharp decline in Tunisia1 s share in output - from over 12 per cent in

1951-55 to.8.5 per cent in i960.

Insub^regional terms. East and West Africa are among the least

important producers.

Although some nine countries produce some quantities of oopper ore,

Northern Rhodesia produces 59 per cent of the total output and Congo

(Leopoldville) produces another 31 per cent. South Africa, South West

Africa and Uganda are the only other considerable producers.

The next step in the consideration of the non-ferrous metals industry

is a statement of emelter production. In view of the export-orientation of

mining in general, it is understandable that the development of smelters i3

less widespread than that of ora mining, e.nd in any case3 with the exception

of copper oro, only amounts to a fraction of the ore production. Thus to

take up only one example, sine ere production in 1960 was of the order of

260,000 tone; whereas smelter production of zino came to only 84,000 tons.

Nevertheless, it is correct to may that smelter production in Africa has

been growing at a, rapid rate over 1951-60, whatever the absolute dimensions

of output. , This is clearly brought out in the.table belows
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Zinc

Tin

Lead

Copper

Production of

Cre (i960)

260,000 tons

20,700 , "

214,500 »

973,500 »

Production

of smelters

(1960)

83,600 tons.

4,900 ».

66,200 (I

931,300 " .

Extent of

Growth Ore •

.+ 34-^

- 2#

+ 9f=

+ 12fo

1951-60

Smelters

- +. GTfo

+ 32^

...

+ 56fb

The concentration of smelter activity "by countries (which, in turn,

is also heavily export-oriented), may "be seen "below:

Metal

Zinc

Tin

Lead

Copper

TTo. of countries

producing ore

(1960)

12

12

9

No. of countries

with smelters

(1960)

2 (Congo (Leopoldville)
Horthern Rhodesia))

4 (Congo (Leopoldville)
South Africa, Rhodesia and

Fyasaland, Morocco)

3 O'lorocco, Tunisia,

Northern Rhodesia)

5 (Northern Rhodesia, Congo
(Leopoldville), South Africa,
Angola, Uganda)0

The production of refined metals is an obvious extension of the

smeltering position and "basically has the same characteristics of rapid

growth (excepting lead) over 1951-60, and country-wise limitation in

comparison to the spread of ore production. The facts of recent growth

are documented below:
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TABLE B.II.8

:Metal Production of He-fined UTon-ferfdus Metals

1955-57 1961

Zinc

I Tin

Lead

| Copper
.. .

(aveic

71,000

3,900

69,200

360,000

isej

tons

tons

tons

tons

84,000

4,200

60,200

566,700

tons

tons

tons

tons

Before we turn to the future trends in consumption and dentand, it is

essential to briefly state the position of aluminium, the only main

non-ferrous metal not reviewed hitherto.

Bauxite deposits exist in Angela, Congo (Leopoldville), Congo

(Brazzaville), Ghana, Guinea and Mozambique. But the exploration of bauxite

deposits is just beginning, although the plans for growth are impressive.

In Ghana, a huge aluminium smelter is an integral part of the Volta

Project; in Angola a plant is to be commissioned before the end of 1962.

The present production of aluminium is confined to Cameroun, which strangely

enough, is base:d on alumina imported from France.

The projection of growth trends for these export-oriented industries,

as they also become more Africa-based; i3 a complex task. Apart from income

changes and population growth, demand derived from other factors of indus

trial growth has to be also allowed for. And, of course, the patterns of

changing world demand have to be taken into account as well. ECA1 s tentative

projections for 1970, and the growth rates assumed, are given below:
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TABLE B.II.9

African Mine Production

Zinc

Tin

Lead

Copper

African Smelter Production

Zinc

Tin

Lead

Copper

Aluminium

Production in

1960

260,000 tons

20,000 tons

214,500 tons

978,500 tons

83,600 tons

4,900 tons

66,200 tons

931,300 tons

42,400 tons

Estimate for

1970

320,000 tons

25,700 tons ,

273,000 tons

1,313,500 tons

133,000 tons

10,900 tons

166,200 tons

1,240,000 tons

182,800 tons

Assumed Rate of

Annual Growth

2.1fb

2.2#

2.#

3.0?b

4.596

8.306

5.8^

3.(#

Engineering . . .

The study of engineering industries is considerably more difficult

than in the case of industries already reviewed. For one thing, the vast

complex of heterogeneous end-products can be conveniently labelled

"engineering industries" but putting the complexity into sharp, exclusive

divisions amenable to analysis is far more difficult. Secondly, nowhere

in African industry are data more sparse or less adequate than in this

group, Nevertheless, it is clear that the mechanical and electrioal

engineering industries of Africa are a comparatively small aggregate, small

in terms of over-all volume of production as well as in terms of the general

scale of organization. It is also true to say that development has been

confined to very few countries, a statement to which there is only one
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exception, namely the ubiquitous presence of small workshops engaged in

repair and maintenance work. And of course, the point can "be made that

at least some kinds of-repair work, such as railway workshops, automobile

workshops, riverboat workshops, are often carried on in larger, enterprises.

In country-terms, this general picture is valid all over Africa, with

two. exceptions. South Africa, the more significant of the two exceptions,

has a fairly well-developed machinery industry. In Egypt, the other

exception, a vehicle complex has been built of late and its assembly of

passenger cars will be followed by the assembly of tractors. And then,

of course, there are the small beginnings everywhere - the proposed assembly

plant for motor vehicles in Rhodesia and Nyasaland, and the tractor assembly

plant proposal in Angola. If all these small beginnings were added up, the

list would look as follows:

: TABLE B.II.10

Region Countries Producing Metal Goods on Industrial Scale

Algeria, Egypt, Morocco and Tunisia'North Afrioa:

IWest Africa: | Caraeroun, Liberia, Ghana, Nigeria and Senegal

jEast Africa:
1

I Central Africa:

Kenya, Tanganyika and Uganda

Congo (Leopoldville) and Federation of Ehodesia and

Uyasaland.

However, it should be noted that the development of engineering

industries has been fairly rapid over recent years, as may be seen below

from some illustrative data:
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TABLE B.II.11

Algeria

Congo (Leopoldville)

Egypt

Morocco

Tunisia

Annual Hate of Growth over 1951-57

Construction Metals and

Materials

8.456

13.6?*

5.0/0

...

8.4/0

Metal Products

9.97*
,..

...

5-¥

• •.

The development of engineering is small in the specific sense that

the total African (excluding South Africa) demand (i.e. imports and

domestic) production) is met only to the tune of 5 per cent from domestic pro

duction. This is of course a rather rough estimate, but it obviously compares

poorly with either other under-developed countries*or agricultural economies.

Thus, in India, for instance, domestic production is estimated to supply

almost a quarter of the total demand; New Zealand produces 47 Per cent of its

total requirements. Incidentally, tHe "greater development in South Africa

can be stated in similar terms - 48#6 per cent.

Analytical problems posed by heterogenity in the end-products of

engineering industries may be resolved in two ways.

In the first place, analysis may be carried out in terms of economic

end-4ises which take four forms:

(a) capital goods for the economic infrastructure, such as roads,

railways, power, ship-building, telecommunications, etc»j

(b) equipment for agriculture3 mining and building industries;

(c) machinery for industries like textiles, sugar, cement, paper, etc;

and

(d) durable consumer goods.
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Secondly, industries can be divided into four broad groups:

(a) light engineering industries;

(b) electrical equipment;

(c) industrial maohinery; and

(d) transport equipment.

This dual classification" seems to "be adequate for the practical

purposes of a first analysis of the present state of demand for engineering

products in Africa, and for the broad estimates of future demand which are

attempted.

There is no doubt that demand for engineering products in Africa,

according to end-use, has been rising, both for the whole continent (exclu

ding South Africa) as well as for its sub-regions. This applies both to

quantity and value data as may be seen below:

TABLE B.11.12 •

Equipment Category according

to end-use

Average Annual Rate of Increase:

1955-59

, Economic Infrastructure

2. Mining, Agriculture, Building

3. Industrial Machinery

4. Durable Consumer Goods

5. All categories

In sub-regional terms, imports for economic infrastructure comprise

the single largest category: 50 per cent in Vest Africa; and between 38 to 40

per cent in the other sub-regions. The second place is occupied by durable

consumer goods - 17 per cent in West Africa; and about 27 per cent in North

Africa. In Central and Southern Africa,and East Africa, imports for mining,
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agriculture and building occupy the second place, a reflection in part of

the importance of mining in the Congo (Leopoldville) and the Federation of

Rhodesia and Fyasaland on the one hand, and of agricultural development

schemes carried out by expatriates dn the other,

..In. so..far...&&. devQlp.pmon.t. in-.:to.:£r.oce.ed..from import-suba.titu.tion>. this

provides a rough indication of the priorities of engineering development.

1!hus, in West-end North Africa, infrastructure equipment and the expansion

of existing plants seem to be a first priority, along with durable consumer

goods. In E?st and Central and Southern Africa, the priorities would seem

to favour infrastructure equipment on the one hand, and mining, agriculture,

and construction equipment on the other.

When the analysis is translated into the second set of categories, some

of the previous results are reinforced and other suggestions emerge.

In continental (excluding South Africa) terms, the recent trend has "been

indicated below:

TABLE B.II.13

1-

2.

3.

4.

5.

Equipment category , :

Light Engineering Equipment'

Electrical Equipment

Industrial Machinery

Transport Equipment

All categories

Average Annual

Quantity

' + 4.if*

0.0 ■

+ z.efi

Hate of Change: 1955-59

■ ■ .- i- ■ Value

+ 6*9f°

+ 4.3^

+ 4.7/°

+ 2.0^

■ ' + 2.7^

Using all these data and including a more detailed examination of

transport equipment, it is possible to draw up the present picture of per

capita consumption of engineering products expressed in kilograms in

various sub-regions of Africa.
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TABLE B.II.14

North Africa

West Africa

East Africa

Central and Southern Africa

(excluding South Africa)

Africa (excluding South Africa)

Per Capita Consumption

Quantity Value

(Av. 1955-59) (Av. 1953-60)

4.8 kg.

3.0 »

2.3 n

5.4 "

3.6 «

8.9 US*

4.2 "

2.6 "

7.0 " ;

5.3 "

For so diverse a group of industries it would be rather premature to

work out a possible future pattern of production. However, there are certain

general considerations which can usefully be taken into consideration when

discussing the strategy of development in this field.

Normally, production of complex machines is undertaken in the latter

stages of industrialization of a country, for a number of fairly obvious

reasons: a high proportion of skilled and semi-skilled workers are required,

a varied range of special alloys and other imported components are usually

needed; besides, the initial design work is complex, patent rights are often

involved and speoial know-how has to be acquired, normally by purchase. All

these factors tend to indicate that, with the possible exception of a few

more advanced countries, Africa should not be expected to achieve much in

this field in the immediate future. Instead of this, most countries of the

region are likely to concentrate on those lines of production where technolo- *

gioal processes are of a less complex nature and where, besides, the develop-

ment of domestic production would be less dependent on outside supplies of

the various component needed. There is a wide range of industries where

immediate possibilities in Africa, look quite promising. Manufacture of
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implements needed for agriculture, manufacture of certain types oflight

equipment used.in mining, numerous items in the domain of construction

machinery as well as various items of household equipment can be listed

as obvious examples. But even beyond this wide range where much can be

done even without resorting to complicated technological processes there

are possibilities for starting more complex industries which gradually.

can pave the way to a large-scale industrialization of the region. Some

carefully selected types of machine tools as well as certain items of

electrical machinery should not be considered as being beyond the reach

of African countries. Industrial rubber goods, like tyres and household

fittings should also be added to the list. Finally, assembly of agricultu

ral machines like tractors, reapers, harvesters, as well as assembly of

motor vehioles would not present serious technological problems.

The possibility of launching such industries on a viable scale,

however, will to a large extent depend on the possibility of securing,

adequate markets. In view of what had been said at the beginning of this

chapter, sub-regional co-operation should be considered as an essential

factor, a pre-requisite in a way for the development of modem engineering

industries. Sub-regional co-operation would also facilitate the adoption

of uniforms standards and specifications which are essential for the

development of these industries. Standardization on its part can also be

expected to promote lower production costs, inter-changeability of tools

and components and flexibility in production and programming.

Chemicals and Fertilizers

The ohemicals are dealt with as groups rather than as individual

products, which is quite understandable in view of the general nature of

the study and the fact that individual chemical products run into thousands.

The general pattern in Africa, at present, is for chemical industries

or other industries to import basic chemicals - such as sulphuric acid,

soda ash, caustic soda, chlorine, ammonia and hydrochloric acid - required
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for the.^armfACiiuse or processing of other chemicals or other products.

Thus, not only are "basic chemicals required in the manufacture of chemical

products "but..are used extensively in metallurgy, textiles and other branches

of industry.

Hitherto, the production of basic chemicals in Africa has been mainly

related to the presence of fertilizer plants which find it more economical

to manufacture their own requirements rather than import them. To a lesser

extent, production of basic chemicals has been linked with the refining and

production of metals. Over the coming years, this pattern will undergo

some change as the large mober of refineries - some seventeen of them are

being expanded, constructed or planned - go on stream, causing a particu

larly sharp spurt in the deiaand for sulphuric acid and caustic soda, along

with the growth in demand for other uses,

The limited use of chemicals in Africa at present is reflected in the

fact that only 7*7 per cent of the world import of chemicals is directed to

Africa which, in money tens a, comes \.o just two US dollars per capita. This

smallness is a continental average which encompasses very considerable sub-

regional variations; as' the figures gix-en "below show:

. . TABLE B.II.15

East Africa

West Africa

Central Africa

iHorth Africa "

Per capita Imports of Chemicals

(US Dollars)

0.53

1,18

1.81

3-71

In the light of the preceding figures, which are to some extent

distorted "ay non-consideration or,"1 local production, it is hardly surprising

that over 1952-60, Forth Africa accounted for 51.6 per cent of the total

African imports and that Er.r/v Aeries accounted for only 5.8 per cent. The

Western and Cental re^ionr; rero moi-e or less equal in importar.ee, at

between 21 and 22 par cent of total imports,.
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Which groups of chemicals or chemical products does Africa consume?

(i.e. import) The answer is given "below 1

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

TABLE B.II.16

Category Proportion of

Medical and Pharmaoeutical

Fertilizers

Perfumery, cosmetics, soap,

cleansing and polishing

preparations

Inorganic ohemioals

Pigments, paints, varnishes and

related materials

Explosives

Total African Imports

23.2JS

16.2#

9.&$

In a very limited sense, Africa is also an exporter of chemicals,

the total value of exports being less than one-sixteenth of the value of

imports. Forth Africa contributes some 49 P©? oent of these exports,

mainly fertilizers, organic chemicals and essential oils. East Afrioa

contributes some 40 per cent, mostly soda ash and -wattle bark. The central

region contributes the remaining 11 per cent - mainly inorganic and organic

ohemioals and pyrethum flowers and extracts. Unfortunately, it is not

easy to obtain a clear pioture of the destinations of these exports, for

it is not unlikely that leaving aside wattle bark, pyrethum flowers.and

extracts and essential oils, the other chemicals are mainly a part of inter-

African trade.

Afrioa, whatever the size of the -total market, has constituted an

expanding market for ohemioals over 1952-60. Thus in 1952, the total

imports of"chemicals was 1.12 million tons and by I960, this figure had

grown to 1.83 million tons. If account were taken of the indigenous

expansion of the chemical industries, it would appear that the market nearly
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doubled between 1952 and 1966. Assuming a somewhat faster rate of

consumption (as also greater import substitution by Africa-based manufac

ture) it seems realistic to visualize a further doubling of imports

between i960 and 1970.

, The already quoted.ECA study also provides some idea of the relative

development "of chemical ■ihdustrles'andplans for further development in

different sub-regions*

North Africa, though relatively advanced, is still a net importer of

fertilizers. However, the present development of its fertilizer industry,

nitrogenous and phosphatio, puts her at the head of the sub-regional list

of producers. According to the development plans, in three io six years,

Horth Africa is expected to become a net exporter of fertilizers. Among

other chemicals produced in the region are sulphuric acid, caustic soda

and.chlorine, soda ash and nitric acid. The main producers in the area are,

the.UAR (Egypt),. Morocco, Algeria and Tunisia, although not necessarily in

the order given.

In West Africa a number of secondary ohemical plants, exist which are

mostly dependent on imported chemicals,^. This, pf course, does not apply

to the extraction of essences or other similar products. The range of

secondary products is fairly extensive - paints, matches, explosives, .

Pharmaceuticals, perfumes, agricultural, chemicals, soaps and so on»

However, with the exception'of one or two developments, it. appears that

no plans for basic chemical industries exist, whereas many secondary ...

developments are planned all over the region.

Central Africa has a range of secondary ohemical industries as well

as some basic chemical industries. Unlike North Africa, the production of

sulphuric acid, the main basic chemical industry, is not limited in this

region to the production of fertilizers but is directed towards meeting

general industry requirements. Among future developments a plant is.

expected to produce nitrogenous fertilizers and will also incorporate a
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factory for;the manufacture of explosives. Ammonia and nitric acid will

r "become available from this plant to con&uming industries in the region,

and-possibly also to East Africa. Some of the nitrogenous fertilizers

will also be exported to neighbouring countries* .

" ' J''"' T&e~East Africa chemical industry concentrates on the indigenous

wattle bark and on secondary industries dependent on imported basic

ohemioale* Large quantities of soda ash and some sulphurie aoid and

oaustio soda are, however, produced in Kenya. : v

As of now, East Africa has been producing only a part of its fertilizer

requirements, although a 25,000 ton super-phosphate plant has jus* gone into

operation in Uganda capable of meeting the entire East African requirement.

Important developments are on the anvil in Ethiopia. Plans.to produce

'sUlphuric acid and caustic soda have been mooted in the Second Five-Year

Plan. And the potash refining plant at Dallol will, have a capacity ,of.

300,000 tons which is three times as large as the entire continent's con

sumption in 1959-60.

■ :. i This brief survey indicates some priorities for further study* At the

continent level, the medicines group, followed by perfumery products,

inorganic chemicals, and the pigment group, in that order, deserve additio

nal analysis and study.

In the matter of fertilizers, the Northern region will soon be adequa

tely servedj and the case with the Central and Saistern regions will be more

orless similar*

The Western region, however, has hardly any fertilizers plants, and

consequently there is a paucity of "basic cheraioal industries as well. It is

this backwardness which occupies the rest of the ECA fertilizer- study.

It is pointed out that the West African consumption of fertilisers

does not exceed 4.5 per cent of the total African demand. This, by itself,

might even be regarded as a damper, but some considerations justify a

contrary view. The role of chemical fertilizers in the increase of
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agricultural yields is crucial, and/both governments in this region, as

well as *he,.FA0, have placed stress"on'fertilizer development in this

region. Indeed, half a dozen governments -Congo (Brazzaville), Cameroun,

Ghana, Mgeria, Upper Volta and Senegal - have shown interest in this

matter. Anyway, all this interest must contend with the central fact of

inadequacy of individual country markets, as of now and in the foreseeable

future. -Hhie is the core of the problem and it can be best resolved if

fertilizer.industries are planned with a view to supplying a number of

African countries both with fertilizers and the basic chemicals associated

"with its manufacture. Cnly a co-ordinated production policy can aohieve

this development, a development which is otherwise well supported by the

availability of raw materials, fuels and power.

Textiles r.;:,..

The African market for textiles - cotton, wool, rayon and synthetics

- has grown by some 74 per cent over 1948-60, from 2,50.0:million square

yards to over 4>300 million yards.

However, this impressive growth makes somewhat mixed reading when seen

in per capita terms. Thus, between 1948 and 1954, per capita consumption

rose more or less uniformly, from 12.69 yards in 1948 to 17-35 y*#*e in

1954, or a rise of nearly 37 per cent. In the subsequent period, 1955-60,

per capita consumption hardly changed, and in 1960 worked out to just-17.02

yards. In other words,' recent years have seen a. drastically lower fabric

response to upward income changes than was true of the earliafc periods,;

The African consumer is predominatly a buyer of cot'tbn textiles',

followed by rayon, wool and synthetics, in that order. "While.-.the broad

pattern has not cnanged, the emphasis intense has certainly varied over

the years as might be seen below. ^ .
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TABLE B.II.17

■1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

-■■■ ; ' -■■'■

Cotton

Quantity

Proportion ($)

Wool

Quantity

Rayon

Quantity

Synthetics

Quantity

$

Total

Quantity

Consumption in

(million

1948

2,15|

149

171

0

2,476

Africa of

yards)

1960

3,169

117

942

22$.

86

2

4,314

Textiles

. i

: Change

I : + 1,010
I - 14$

: %

+ 771

+ 15$

+ 86

+ 2/o

+ 1,838

The wide disparities.in intra-textiles trends are thus obvious.

Cotton has lost ground over the years, but remains the dominant fabric.

Rayon fabrics have had the most dramatic increase, although the i960

proportion of 22 per cent is a decline from all-time peak in 1957 of 28

per cent. Synthetic fibres are a small but rapidly rising category,

whereas in wool the decline has been both absolute and proportional*

The per capita shaping of these intra-textiles trends is broadly

similar, and is presented below:
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TABLE B.II.18

1948

1960

Per Capita Consumption of Textiles (yards)

Cotton Wool Rayon Synthetics All Textiles

11.06

12.50

0.75

0.46

0.88

3.72 0.34

■12.69

17.02

With these broad facts in hand, attention is focussed in the study on

some country characteristics of the textile markets.

Information is presented for some 33 countries from which it is clear

that the largest textile markets of the continent are to be found in the

UAR (845 m.yards in i960), South Africa (740 nw), Nigeria (429 m.), British
Sast Africa (273 m.) and Morocco (221 m.). These five areas together

oomprise some 58 per cent of the African market. At the other end of the

spectrum, there are a dozen countries with individual markets varying

between 2 and 16 million yards which, together, account for less than 3 per

cent of the total market.

Country-markets also differ widely in the relative fibre positions,

between each other and from the continental aggregate.

Thus, South Africa consumes a much lower proportion of cotton fabrics

than does the continent as a whole - 53.5 per cent against 73.4 per cent.

On the other hand, it consumes larger proportions of wool, rayon and

synthetics. Or to cite another point of country-wise departure - as

compared with the continental average of 73.6 per cent for cotton, some ten

countries use more than 90 per cent cotton, a figure which rises to 100 per

cent in several cases.

In the case of rayon - where the continental proportion is 22 per cent

- the country proportions vary from 44 per cent in the Federation of Rhodesia

and ffyasaland to nil in Somalia and British Somaliland.
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Wool, with a share of 3 per cent in the continental aggregate, is

nil or negligible in half the territories, and in no country exceeds 10

per cent <both Algeria and Tunisia are around this level),

Synthetios, the new entrant to the world of African textiles, varies

from nil to 8.8 per cent, the maximum being recorded in Morooco.

The ECA study also analyses the country data in per capita terms.

Although there is some variation in per capita availability comparisons

inter se the following table brings together details of the highest and

lowest levels of availability!

TABLE B.II.19

Countries with Highest

Availability (1958)

South Africa

IMS.. 1

Gambia

Ghana

43.3

38.3

37.4

35.7

Zanzibar and Pemba27.2

per capita

yards

ii-

it

11

t>

Countries with Lowest per

Availability (1958)

Mozambique - - -

Ethiopia and Sritrea

Former Frenoh Eq.Africa

Somalia

Togoland

capita

7.6 yards

7.6

7.6

%9

5*1

tt

II

tl

U

This intense variation in country terms, it is noted, has some correla

tion, positive but not always strong enough, with national levels of per

;capita income. And this great divergence underscores the need to check

continental aggregations and extrapolations against country data.

To return to some other aspects of continental aggregations.

As the following figures document, African production of textiles has

expanded very sizeably - in fact, an increase of nearly 150 per oent in 1960

over the 1948 level. But this growth has not been able to take care of even

the increase in the size of the total market. It still means that the bulk

of textile supplies for Africa has come and still comes, although in a

deoreaeing proportion, from non-domestic sources.
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TABLE B.II.20

(Production of textiles in

JAfrioa

Ototal market for textiles

Home production as per oent

of total market

681

2,476

.1260

1,739 million yards

4,314 million yards

4O.3B&

As is to be expected, this dependence on non-domestic sources varies

from one fabric to another:

1 ■

. ,-.

Cotton

Wool

Rayon

Synthetics

TABLE B.II.21

PT^po-rtion of liarket Supplies produced in Africa

1948

29*

41*

Hil

Nil

1260

49*

71*

4*

In country-wise terms the UAE is almost the only country to produce

all its retirements of cotton, wool and rayon fabrics. In most countries

there is some production of textiles, mostly cotton, and production is

substantial in some countries - Algeria, Congo (Leoppldville), Ethiopia and

Eritrea, British East Africa, Nigeria and South Africa. But the general

situation outside of the UAR (which, incidentally, is the only considerable

exporter of textiles in Africa) i> one of over-all dependence on imports,

less and varying in the case of cotton, but almost complete in the case of

rayon and synthetic fabrics.
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All over Africa considerable expansion programmes are under way, but

even so it does not seem that the planned domestic production will rise as

a consequence to anywhere close to near-identity with total requirements.

ECA estimates a per capita demand of 19.5 yards for 1?70 which is only

11.3 per cent over the 1958-60 average. The lowness of the target, it is

pointed out, arises out of the drastically slowed-down response of fabric

consumption to upward income changes in recent years, but if account were

taken of a better product-mix of textiles (i.e. a more expensive mix) the

income elasticity of expenditure on clothj as distinguished from quantity

of cloth, implicit, in the figure of 19*5 yc™6-^ is around +0,6 or a little

more. :For an estimated population of 325 million^ this would imply a

total textile market of 6,338 million yards in 1970.

The break-up of this 1970 market, as between different kincls of tcrtiles,

has been reasoned out as follows* Rayon1s share is placed around 24 per

cent* partly beoause rayon seems to have more or less reached its peak share,

and partly because a more dynamic growth rate is visualized for synthetic

fabrics as the demonstration-effect gets into full swing from an increased

range of points of contact and as more countries become users. The share of

synthetics is thus placed around 5 P^ cent* as compared with 2 per cent in

1960. Wool, it is argued, might well reverse its declining trend as higher

income levels are reached and might constitute some 3 per oent of the total

supply. These three categories would thus account for 39 por cent of the

textile market in'1970 compared with 27 per cent in 1960, leaving the bulk

of the field, though a lower one proportionately, to cotton - 61 per cent.

In yardage, the 1970 picture wouldj on this basis, be as follows:

TABLE B.II.22

Cotton

Wool

Rayon

Synthetics

Ail Textiles

Textile Market

1960

3,169

117

942

84

4,314

Textile Market

1970 -".

4,310

190

1,521

317

6,338

Projected

Increase

+ 3«b

+ 62fo

+ 6fl6

+26#

+ 4Tfo
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In other -words, the market is expected to increase "by 2,024 million

yards over 1960-70, If the current level of imports is taken into account,

2,600 million yards, this implies a home-based growth potential for the

textile industries of Africa of 4,600 million yards. This may be compared

with the actual growth over 1948-60 of the order of 1,750 million yards.

Whatever the extent to which this potential can be filled - and the

best answer presently can only be extremely tentative - it is clear that

sizeable employment, investment and foreign exchange stakes are involved.

Thus, it is pointed out that the full realization of the cotton-

textile potential would imply an additional industrial work force of

267,000. Rayon (excluding production of pulp) implies a work force of

115,000. And wool and synthetics would raise this figure of direct

employment possibilities to over 425,000.

Naturally, investment involved is also considerable as will be seen

from a summary of the estimates given below:

TABLE B.11.23

Cotton

Rayon

Wool and synthetics

All Textiles

Investment Required for Meeting the Entire

Potential by 1970

435-556 m, USS

487-624 m. US$

100 m. US$

1,022-1,280 m. US$

Sizeable as this investment is, it is only a fraction, say between

one-eighth and one-sixth of the cost of importing the whole quantity over

the decade. In other words, rapid growth of textiles can provide one

effective counterpart for meeting the import costs of many other industrial

programmes where the import substitutive effects are small, _
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Whichever way the five studies outlined are seen - either as units

or as the sum of units - they are "best seen as first sketches rather than

as definitive blueprints. Nonetheless, it is clear that the first exercises

have two firm implications.

In the first place, sub-regional co-operation is an impelling need in

the process of African industrialization, a need which is sustained by

diverse elements in the current situation - the inadequate economic base of

many African States, the general paucity of technical and managerial skills

and the absolute smallness of the market (in several cases) as compared with

the considerable production potential of feasible technical unit-sizes.

In the second place, the large current dependence on imports, tlia rate

of growth in demand in recent years and the barely touched raw material

potential- of the continent, when continued in bold development plans offer,

and will continue to offer, vast scope for industrial growth in Africa.
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PUBLICATIONS

ECONOMIC BULLETIN FOR AFRICA

With "this issue, the Economic Bulletin for Africa inaugurates a new

department in which it will list books and publications of the United

Nations and of other publishers which the editors feel will be of

interest to its readers in Africa. United Nations publications are

generally available in both English and French. The Bulletin will

list all books sent by publishers to its Library at BCA Headquarters,

Africa Hall, Addis Ababa.

WORLD ECONCMIC SURVEY 1961

Basic economic study of the United Nations in two parts. Part B

contains an analytical description of recent economio developments in

world economy with rich factual and statistical information on prod

uction, trade, and the balance of payments situation, as well as on

major policy issues in the developed, primary producing and centrally

planned economies. Part A, a special study, has been entirely devoted

to the complex problem of industrialization in relation to economic

development. The major part of the study deals with industrialization

problems in under-developed countries, in particular with the role of

industrial development in economic growth, patterns of industrial

development and the problems in choice of industries.

United Kations Publication 1962
Sales No.: 62.II.C1

Price : US $3.00.

ECONOMIC SURW OF ASIA AMD OHE FAR EAST 1961

A picture of the economic situation in the Asian and the Far Eastern

region as a whole, as well as recent economic developments in the countries

of Asia and the Far East.

Part I deals exclusively with the economic growth of these countries

in the decade of the fifties, with special emphasis placed on the dimensions

and determinants, financing and case studies of ©oonomio growth. Countries
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represented in case studies include Japan, Philippines, India, Mainland

China, Indonesia, Cambodia, Laos and South Viet-Nam. Part. II concentra

tes on the development in the region in 1961, containing information

received up to January 1962. Subjects discussed include population and

food cash-crops, industrial production, transport, foreign trade, fiscal
and monetary developments and problems of balance of payments.

Sales No. 62.II.P:i

215 pages 8-1/2" x 11"

ECONOMIC SDHVET OP EUROPE 1961

is now published in paperback (8-i/8» x 11") form, fte review of

European, economic developments during the year 1961,

A SIUEY OP ECONOMIC GROWTH OP EUROPE IN THE 50'S

Cloth-bound, in 8 - 1/2" x „« foPBat. ^ iraportant iteffi Qf information Qn

the European economy for many years to come. Previously, this study »a8

referred to as Part II of the Survey, tart' in' point of fact, its -content

goes far beyond the context of the title ECONOMIC SURVEY OP EUROPE 196t.

All orders for the combined edition of Parts I & II will now be

serviced with the ECONOMIC SURVEY OF EUROPE 1961 and separately with A

SWm OP ECONOMIC GROWTH OP EUROPE IN TBS 5O'S as soon as it becomes available.

62.II.E.1 ECC1I0MIC STOW OP EUROPE 1961 (paper-bound)
°2 pages *

Price. US 82.00, 14/- Stg, 8.5O 3w. Fr. .- new enable. \ , ■

SSx^paSf (cloth-bound)
approx. Price: US 84.00, 28/- Stg, 17.00 S». Fr4 . about SopteffibGr.
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YEARBOOK OF THE UNITED NATIONS 1960

14th edition . - . .•' : ■ .

832 pages, fully indexed . : • ■ • ' '■ ■'
SalesNo. 61.I.I ' . ' ,, „„
Pricej US 815.OOJ £5-6.0 .Stg, St. It. 64,00..

A cbmpaot authoritative account of the- activities and proceedings, of

various United JWtiomi organs during'the calendar year- 196O, a*d also

General Ass^ly prbceedings in Karch and April 196t. ' Appendices

include a list of United Nation- m-nfcer states, areas, population- b

and admission dates to the U^ the; full t~t of the. United Nations harter

'and Statute of the International Court'of Justice,'the.structure and

membership of the principal and subsidiary organs of the UN, a list of
mera,ers of ^legations to the General Assemtly, Security Council, Eoonomlo

.and Social Council,and the Trusteeship Council.,

COLffiOBITY THABE STATISTICS ' ' ''

Trade of the principal trading nations analysed into more than 150 gr6ups

..pf- commodities,;; ■ '

^ 'Ann. sute. (4' issues of 2 -parts each),
:!.UM1.Q.OO;( JiA Stg; 43 Sw.-Fav. . . ■

Quarterly English. . ,

DIRECTION OF INTERHATIOHAL TRADE , ... .

Value of imports'and- exports, of. ahout. 95 countries, fro, «* to each of the
.countries ** *ich they conduct trade, emulative monthly data for t.

years : annual data (including regional sum.aries) for several years.

Ann. suts. (inel. annual summary volume) . > ,. ^ . .. .
US S5.00j' 36/--Sfgr21:Sw. Pr.-': • " '-

Monthly English, , . , ■ . . , .

' MONTHLY BULLETIN OF STATISTICS : ^ ..'.. . . .' ...

Statistics fro. 160 cowries on .ore than 60 su^ects include population,

production, mining, food, construction, trade, national inooae, finance.

Monthly figures for 18 monthsi annual figures from 1954.

Ann. subs.i US S 10.00, 70/- Stg; 43 Sw. Fr.
Bilingual (Bnglish/French).
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MONTHLY LIST CF BOOKS CATALOGUED IN THE LIBRARY OF THE UNITED NATIONS

Selected "books in all languages, other than United Nations publications,

' relating to questions studied "by the Organization. Copies also on thin

paper, printed on one side, for mounting on cards.

Ann. subs,: US $5.00j 36/- Stgj 21 Sw. F.r.

MONTHLY LIST OF SELECTED ARTICLES

Selected articles in all languages from about 2,000 periodicals on

political, economic, financial, humanitarian and other questions. Copies

also on thin paper,, printed on one side* for mounting on cards.

Ann. subs. : US $7.50$ 54/- Stgj 32 Sw. Pr.

POPULATION AND VITAL STATISTICS REPORT

Latest Census returns; official population estimates) statistics on birth,

death, and infant mortality for all countries.

Ann. subs.: US 81.00$ 7/- Stgj 4 Sw. Pr.
Quarterly English.

CURRENT BCCKOMIC INDICATORS

A new quarterly statistical bulletin of developments in the world economy.

Indicators of current activity including industrial production, value and

volume of exports and imports, trade balances, gold and foreign exchange

holdings and commodity price levels are shown for the world, and major

regions, under-developed areas, selected industrial countries.

Annual eubs. 1 US $4.00; 28/- Stgj l6Sw. Pr.
Bilingual (English/French). Quarterly.
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TEE UHI3ED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT DECAIE PROPOSALS FOR ACTION

The General Assembly.of the United Nations, on 19 December 1961, designated

the current decade as "the United Nations Development Decade". The main

objective for the decade is to create conditions in which national incomes

of the developing countries will be increasing.by 5 per cent yearly by 1970

and also to continue to expand at this annual rate thereafter.

Some of the many necessary tasks discussed in the report to accelerate the

projects toward an earlier accomplishment ares mobilization of human

resources, capital assistance, international trade, development of natural

resources, transport and communications, housing and urban development and

research on the social problems.of developing.countries.

These proposals are ready for action, and the United Nations stands

prepared to devise a system based on extensive research and intensive

planning to suit the needs of each participating country.

Sales Ho. 62.II.B.2 . .
125 pages ... :

Price: US S 1.25j 8/6 Stg,
June 1962
Paper-bound 6" x 9". 5,00 Swiss Francs or equivalent in other currencies

MULTIPLE - PURPOSE RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT

Part 2D* Water Resources Development in Afghanistan,

Iran, Republic of Korea and Nepal

(Flood Control Series No. 18)

Potentialities of water resources in the region on a country-by-country

basis, their present stage of .development an& certain prolplems affecting

their future use* Specifically, the survey discussed the salient features

of each country's physical and economic aspects, description of each

country's water resources, their present stage of development with respect

to flood control, irrigation and drainage, hydro-electric power, navigation

and water supply. Also mentioned are needs and possibilities of further

development and future plans for development.
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Sales Ho, 6I.II.F.8

Paper-bound, 8 - l/2" 1 11"
76 pages .. . ' ..
Price x US$1.00j 7/- Stg; 4.00 bw. Fr*
June 1962

51003) CONTROL SERIES

1. Flood Damage and Flood Control Activities in Asia and the Far East

Sales No, 51.II.F.2

Prioei US $1.50} 11/- Stg; 6 Sw. Fr.

2. Methods and Problems of flood Control in-Asia and the Far East-

Sales'No, 51.II.P.5
Prioe t US $ 1,50j 8/6 Stg} 4.50 Sw. Fr.

3. Proceedings of the Regional Technical Conference on Flood Control

in Asia and the Far East ■ - : : ;

Sales No. 53.II.F.1 .

Prioe : US $3.00} 22/6 Stgj 12 Sw. £r.

4. River Training and Bank Protection

Sales No, 53,II.F,6 • •
Price 1 US $0.80j 6/- Stgj 3 Sw. Fr. • • ■

5. Eae Sediment Problem

Sales No. 53.H.F-7 . .
Price 1 US $0.80} 6/- Stg; 3 Sw. Fr... . ■ ^ : . :

6. Standards for Methods and Records of Hydrologio Measurements

Sales No. 54.II.F.3
Price x US SO.80} 6/- Stg} 3 Sw* Fr. * ■ ■

7. iiultiple-Purpose River Basin Development, Part I, Manual of River

Basin Planning

Sales No. 55.II.P.1

Price : US $0.80} 6/- Stg} 3 Sw. Jr. . ; ; .. : .

8. ilultiple-Purpose River Basin Development, Part 2A, Water Resources

Development in Ceylon, China Taiwan, Japan and the Philippines

Sales No. 56.II.F.2

Price : US $1.25} 9/- Stg; 5.25 Sw. Fr. .

9. Proceedings of the Regional Technical Conference on Water Resources

3)ev8lopment in Asia and the Far East .- . ■ ■ : ■:

Sales No. 56.II.F.3
Price : US $4.50$ 32/- Stg; 19*50 Sw. Fr.
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10. Glossary of Hydrologio Terms Used in Asia and the Far East ^

Sales No. 56.II.P.7 ' •
Prioe J US $0,40$ 3/- Stg; 1.50 Sw. Fr. .

11. Multiple-Purpose River Basin Development, Part 2B, Water Resources

Development in Burma, India and Pakistan

Sales Ko. 56.II.P.8
Price t US $1.50; 11/- Stgj 6.50'Swi Fr. , ■ .

12. Development of Water Resources in the Lower Mekong Basin

Sales No. 57.II.F.8

Price »US $0*80} 5/6 Stgj 3.50 Sw. Fr

13. Proceedings of the Third Regional Technical Conference on Water ■

Resources Development in Asia and the Far East . ■" : .^v^

Sales No. 59.II.-P..2-- ■ . ■-; : ,-:
Price : US $1,75} 12/6 Stg; 7.70 Sw. Fr. .

14. Multiple Purpose River Basin Development, Part 2Cy Water Resources,.

Development in British Borneo, Federation Malaya, Indonesia and

Thailand

Sales No. 59.H.F.5

Price 1 US $2.00; 14/- Stg; 8.50 Sw. Fr. , . : ,., ,

15. Hydrologic Networks and Methods :

Sales No. 60.II.P.2 -.

Price s US $3.00; 21/- Stgj 13 Sw. Fr.- . ■ ■-■■■ ■ ■ :

16. A Case Study of" ";the ;Damodar Valley Corporation and itsProjects .

Sales No, 6O.II.F.7

Price s US $1.50; 10/6 Stgj 6.50 Sw. Fr.

17. Earthmoving "by Manual Labour and Machines

Sales No. 61.II.F.4

Price 1 US $1.50j 10/6 Stgj 6.50 Sw. Pr. - ; ;

5HE;K»0D AND'AGRICITLTOBE. ORGANIZATION OF THB UNITED NATIONS

Population and Food supply (Freedom from Hunger .-Campaign Basic Study No.7)

Sales No. 62.1.22 -f

Price j US $0.50; 3/6 Stg; Sw. Fr.

Livestock in Latin America States, problems and prospects : Colombia, Mexico?

Uruguay and Venezuela

Sales No. 61.IIG.7
Price : US $1,50; 10/6 Stg; 6.50 Sw. Fr.
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Weather and food

An explanation in non-technical terms of the relationship between weather

and food production - how the science of meteorology is being applied in

agriculture and fisheries. The booklet surveys the effects of weather,

how man can make the future of weather a science that will play an important

part in the fulfilment of man's needs.

80 pages

Price : Sw* fr.2

Animal disease and human health

Animal health must be improved and maintained on a world-wide scale before

there can exist any hope for freedom from hunger and the increased well-

being of all people. With this as an underlying theme, the study reviews

a number of. animal health problems amenable to control and eradication.

An historical background of the problem is also included, ' *

50 pages

Price: U3C3.5O or 2s.fid. Stg.

IN PREPARATION ;

Third World Food Survey Marketing - its role in increasing productivity,

nutrition and working efficiency} increasing food production through

education research and extension of education and training in nutrition.

Development through food . .

In this report, the Director-General of FAO frames his views and proposals

on a —-,..;:?c.:,::o for th^ jrr.lr'r. o_ food surpluses to food-deficient peoples

throughout the world. National, international and multilateral arrange

ments are discussed in what has been termed the opening of a "fresh chapter

in the history of international relations." The report also contains the

full text of findings by a group of independent experts on the subject.

162 pages

Prices US$ 1.50 or 7.s.6d* Stg0
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UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATION

the Community Factor In Modern Technology

2nd impr.

1960

(Tensions and technology)

Price : US Gi.^O; l/6 Stg; 5.25 NF

Education in a Technological Society

A preliminary international survey of the nature and efficacy of

technical education

2nd impr.

1959
(Tensions and technology)

■■*-

Pric2 s US $0.75; 4/- Stg; 2.60 HP

International Bibliography of Economics Vol.1* lit III* VI* VII* VIII

(Bilinr;*.?! English and French)

3rd impro ;

1960 . >\

(Documentation in the social sciences) ..

Prica : US S7-5O? 3?/6 Stg; 26.50 NF 'J,

An International Bibliography of Technical and Vocational Education

1959 ,
(Educational studies and documents, 31)

?r:.oo : "3 $1.00}. 5/- Stg.

Measuring the Results of Development Projects

A manual for ;the use of field workers

2nd impr. ■ .' ;

1961 ,'■"■
(Monographs in the applied social sciences)

Pr;.ce : US 82.00; 10/- Stg; 7 MF

Proceedings of the Ankara Symposium

On Arid zone hydrology ,

1953
(Arid zone programme, 2)

Price : HZ T.TO; ?o/- Stg; 15 NF




